New Backgrounds:
The following are new backgrounds that you can use in addition to those listed in
the 5th edition Player’s Handbook on page 126. All of these are based out of the
Forgotten Realms campaign setting, as well as a few custom ones.
Afflicted
Apothecary
Bounty Hunter
Caravan Specialist
City Guard
Diplomat
Earthspur Miner
Executioner
Exile
Farmer
Gambler
Half-Vistani
Harborfolk
Haunted One
Medic
Mulmaster Aristocrat
Mystic
Phlan Refugee
Redeemed Cultist
Relic Hunter
Revenant
Secret Identity
Shadow Thieves’ Guild Member
Slave
Spy
Squire
Unknown
Werewolf or Undead Hunter
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Afflicted
Since early in life, possibly from birth, you have been subject to a highly visible abnormal condition.
Your condition is chronic and, in the absence of powerful magic or advanced medical technology,
incurable, though not detrimental to your ability to function. The main impact of your condition is
cosmetic, though it may also be uncomfortable, affect your diet, alter your mannerisms, or shorten
your lifespan in the long run. People are generally ignorant of the plight of their fellow man, and even
in highly advanced enlightened societies, they will swiftly judge one another based on little more
than looks alone. As a result, anyone who stands out as being weird in any way is likely to be the
target of fear, suspicion, rumors, superstition, abuse, and other expressions of plain ignorance.
People suffering through such circumstances find themselves living a life that is not their own, foisted
upon them by fate and misfortune, trying to choose their own direction as others try to decide things
for them.
Skill Proficiencies: Intimidation and Persuasion.
Tool Proficiencies: One tool of any sort.
Languages: any one language
Equipment: A medical device (A mask, crutch, brace, etc.) you use to maintain some comfort, a set of
common clothes, a bag, a blank notebook, and a belt pouch containing 5gp.

Affliction
What is it that makes you so hideous?
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Specialization
Disease. You are afflicted by a chronic disease which cannot be cured. (Real world example is
Leprosy.)
Deformity. You are permanently disfigured, due to a birth defect. (Think Elephant Man)
Dysfunction. You have some neurological problem which prevents you from thinking,
remembering, understanding, communicating, or coordinating yourself normally. (In ancient
times, people thought these things meant you were possessed.)
Disfigurement. An accident has left you horribly scarred. (Note, this does not mean
dismembered; it is cosmetic, like the Phantom of the Opera.)
Distortion. A magical effect has substantially altered you in a frightening way. (Such as having
a warthog's head, or no shadow.)
Modification. You have some sort of substantial body modification which is significantly
outside of normal, even for people with modifications, and dramatically alters your
appearance. (Full body tattoos, facial brandings, etc.)

Feature: Pity
People feel your pain. Even if they have never been through anything like what happened to you, they
can somehow empathize. People will take pity on you, opting to reduce your suffering if they can, or
at least choosing not to inflict any more suffering upon you. This can range from a farmer letting you
spend the night in his barn, to a jailer who is cruel to everyone else, but simply neglectful of you.
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Alternate Feature: Fear
Your condition is so severe it dehumanizes you. People have difficulties identifying your gender or
race. Some may mistake you for a monster. Children run, babies cry, and people slam doors in your
face. On the other hand, you are the master of clearing a room. Nobody knows what's wrong with
you, but most people are too afraid to find out! A menacing look or an impossible threat could come
across as believable from you, and people might just go along with it because they'd rather not see
what happens if you actually spit in the well.

Suggested Characteristics
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Personality Trait
I am unyieldingly genuine, and laugh, cry, or scream without restraint.
I act as though there is nothing different about me, even when it affects my life.
I take advantage of others' pity to shirk my responsibilities.
I can't even look at my own reflection.
I came to terms with this a long time ago.
I am a permanent optimist, and can find the silver lining to any storm cloud.
I never smile- not really anyways, and anyone who pays attention can see the sadness in my
false smiles.
My condition makes it difficult to communicate, and people have troubles understanding me.
Ideal
Betterment. Some day, I will make life better for everyone like me. (Good)
Practicality. If I can make my situation useful, I will. (Neutral)
Retribution. I believe the cause of my affliction can be traced to a specific source- and it shall
feel my vengeance! (Evil)
Coexistence. One cannot legislate love or repect, but one can enforce tolerance. (Lawful)
Ambivalence. I don't look like you, but I'm just like you. (Neutral)
Whatever. Who cares? Nothing will hold me back! (Chaotic)
Bond
I have nothing to lose and everything to gain.
I believe there is a way to make me normal, and I am on a quest to find it.
Growing up, there was only one person who could see past my affliction to the real me. I would
do anything for them.
I keep hold of some small object which acts as a reminder of life before my affliction.
All I want is to find somewhere I belong.
I have a diary or journal which I record my experiences in every time I rest.
Flaw
While most would think I am brave, those who know me worry that I may be suicidally so.
I am just as judgmental and prejudiced as everyone else- perhaps more so.
Years of mistreatment have left me misanthropic and cruel.
My affliction matches a description in some prophecy- and anyone who knows about it wants
me dead when they find out.
My affliction has left me cowardly and over cautious.
I don't understand why people fear or pity me.
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Relic Hunter
You study ancient lore and recover priceless artifacts from past civilizations and bygone ages. You
preserve that which was once thought lost, and seek to uncover the forgotten stories of those who
came before. Your journeys often take you to abandoned ruins far removed from the comforts of
modern civilization, but there is nowhere else you’d rather be. You’ve seen some of the greatest
historical wonders the world has to offer, and you may have even helped discover some of them.
Skill Proficiencies: History, Investigation
Tool Proficiencies: Calligrapher's supplies
Languages: One of your choice
Equipment: A bottle of black ink, a quill, a tome that appears to contain the history of an unknown
settlement or culture, a set of traveler's clothes (Indiana Jones hat Included), and a belt pouch
containing 10 gp

Feature: It Belongs in a Museum
You are a member of a respected museum, university, or other organization that preserves relics of
ages past. You can gain access to the facilities where such antiquities are stored and can participate in
their study. You may be allowed to accompany expeditions seeking to explore ruins or retrieve items
of historical interest, if your area of expertise is relevant to the task at hand.

Suggested Characteristics
Because they spend large amounts of time studying the past, antiquarians tend to be quite
knowledgeable, although they can sometimes be ignorant to more modern happenings. They are
often excited by new discoveries, and are fascinated by exotic cultures and practices. Their social
lives often leave much to be desired, as they frequently disappear for days or weeks at a time
exploring lost ruins.
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Personality Trait
I quote historical texts and famous philosophers whenever they seem relevant to the situations
I’m in.
I insist on checking every ruined fortress, abandoned town, and forgotten castle I come across.
I speak in a dull monotone that is more likely to put others to sleep than to entertain them.
I am more interested in the past than the present; as a result, I am mostly asocial.
Whenever I meet a new person, I try to learn about their history if at all possible
I freely offer my knowledge to those who wish to learn, and I encourage those I know to do so as
well.
I enjoy going through ruins for the adventure; getting to experience lost history is just a bonus.
Ignorance frustrates me, and I always try to correct others when they’re wrong.
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Ideal
Preservation We must protect the relics of the past, else their creators will fade from memory.
(Lawful)
Betterment By studying the mistakes of our elders, we might prevent the mistakes of our
children. (Good)
Dominance The past holds secrets I can use against those who oppose me. (Evil)
Trophy The original inventors of these relics are dead; why shouldn’t I hold on to them for a
while? (Chaotic)
Expertise I must become the authority in my field of study. (Any)
Vigil Only by remembering the dead do we honor their accomplishments. (Lawful)
Bond
I must prevent the relics of the past from falling into the hands of thieves and looters.
The historical works of my race must be preserved for the enrichment of future generations.
I work to uncover the truth of past events, even if doing so is harmful to my nation or
organization.
My family, clan, or guild has a rich history, and I must ensure that others are aware of its
importance
I will perform the heroic deeds that future historians will surely write about.
If an artifact has been entrusted to me, I will protect it at all costs, even my life.
Flaw
I have falsely claimed to have discovered a forgotten civilization and faked evidence to support
it.
If I ever find a relic of singular worth, I might keep it for myself…or for the merchant down the
road.
There is an intense rivalry between myself and a particular colleague, and it often clouds my
judgment.
I pretend to know far more than I actually do, and will often ignore any evidence that proves me
wrong.
I care more for the money I’m paid by the museums than for the artifacts I deliver to them
My obsessive search for a particular object has pushed my loved ones away.
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Apothecary
You have studied the myriad illnesses and ailments of the mortal body as well as the treatments for
each. You know which herbs can soothe a fever and which oils can help prevent the pox. Not all
medicine is good for the body, though: you have also learned which toxins can stop the heart or drive
a man to madness. You know how to manufacture and refine all of these things, and you make a living
dispensing tonics and tinctures to those in need. In a pinch you can even perform minor medical
procedures, although these things are better left to a proper surgeon.
Skill Proficiencies: Investigation, Medicine
Tool Proficiencies: Herbalism kit, and Alchemy Kit
Equipment: Herbalism kit, a merchant’s scale, a set of common clothes, and a belt pouch containing
10 gp

Feature: Medical Profession
You have a reputation as a healer of the sick, and are often called upon by those who are diseased or
injured. You can usually gain an audience with anyone who needs treatment — even if protocol
would normally prevent you from doing so — simply by agreeing to offer your assistance. By
spending a few moments examining a chemical — a vial of liquid, a packet of ground powder, or the
like — you can determine whether the substance is intended to harm or heal (or neither). This
examination does not reveal any specific information about the substance(such as that a powder is
actually an inhaled poison, or that it paralyzes its victim), only that it is either harmful or helpful to
those that it is used on.

Suggested Characteristics
Apothecaries are defined by their attention to detail. Because so many of the illnesses they treat often
have similar symptoms, they are careful about the things they say and the questions they ask, always
looking to gather precise and accurate information. They tend towards cleanliness and organization,
as they need to keep their tools sterile and their supplies ready at all times.
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Personality Trait
I distance myself from everyone, even those I care about.
I keep all of my possessions meticulously clean, and I hate any kind of filth.
I am honest to a fault; knowing all of the information is the only way to make an accurate
diagnosis.
I make incredibly poor jokes in an attempt to put others at ease.
I talk down to others when speaking on a field I believe myself to be knowledgeable in.
I present everything I say as a guess or estimate so that I don’t look bad if it turns out to be
wrong.
It seems like I always try to strike up a conversation at the worst possible moment.
I set very high standards for myself, and expect others to follow my example.
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Ideal
Aid Every sick or wounded person deserves my help, regardless of the life they lead. (Good)
Control By deciding who lives and who dies, I can shape the world to my liking. (Evil)
Loyalty It is my duty to treat those to whom I have sworn allegiance. (Lawful)
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Efficency I am not emotionally invested in those I aid; to act otherwise would compromise my
work. (Neutral)
Prevention Stopping the spread of sickness is better than treating it. (Any)
Research In order to treat patients effectively, we must understand the maladies afflicting
them. (Any)
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Bond
I share my discoveries with my fellow apothecaries, to further the goals of our trade.
I give my aid to those who protect my country and my ruler.
Many medicinal reagents are rare or hard to find; those who secure them deserve respect.
I seek a cure to a mysterious disease that afflicts one of my loved ones.
I wish to prove that “mundane” healing is just as viable as magic.
I work closely with a group that aims to eliminate a particular disease from existence.
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Flaw
I use unproven treatments on my patients without their knowledge.
I refuse to give aid to those of a certain species or nationality, no matter how desperately they
need it.
If a disease is particularly deadly, I refuse to treat it out of fear for my own health.
Memories of a horrible plague that I failed to cure still haunt me to this day.
The sight of blood makes me queasy, and I can only treat those who have no external wounds
I am only interested in the ailments my patients suffer from, not the people themselves.
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Bounty Hunter
However fine and noble the world might have seemed at first glance, once you dug a little deeper
beneath the facade, a deeper truth revealed itself to you. Conflict and strife are the only real
constants in "civilized" lands, and for you, therein lay the opportunity for profit. As a bounty hunter
you had plied your trade well, offering dubious (if effective) services and skills to all manner of client
for myriad reasons- superficial or otherwise. Regardless of the cause, the justification, or the moral
impunity associated with locating your mark. Every job finished brought the clink of coin between
your purse strings at the expense of another poor soul fated to endure consequences dire, and often
foul.
Though the time spent in this line of work has left you grim and jilted, your reputation for
ruthlessness and cunning precedes you. More often than not, you found yourself sought after and
petitioned to ferret a mark, never needing to eke out the work on your own. From the lowly debtor
owing the wrong merchant guild, to the misguided runaway offspring of a minor noble, or the
thieving murderer eluding the city guard, none could evade your dogged pursuit, and many more
dared not try once your involvement was learned.
Skill Proficiencies: Intimidate, Deception
Tool Proficiencies: Thieves' Tools
Languages: Undercommon
Equipment: Ink bottle, a set of traveler's clothes, ink pen, 5 pages of parchment, 2 hunting traps,
thieves' tools, 3 trinkets from previous bounties (roll on table PHB pg. 160-161), and a belt pouch
containing 10 gold

Feature: Names, Faces, and Places
Though many claim the role of a bounty hunter, few actually excel at the profession save those with a
keen eye for observation. Among the adept are those who are truly gifted, having an almost
preternatural talent for anticipating the behavior of their targeted mark. Being among their ranks,
you have an uncanny ability to recall specific details of conversation and names you overhear or
participate in as it relates to your bounty, or otherwise see written, even if only for a moment or two.
You can also sketch out faces and general locations you've seen with accuracy, possessing exceptional
recollection. In addition, you often effortlessly identify clues when tracking your bounty's
movements and disposition that would be otherwise lost on lesser pursuers.

Suggested Characteristics
A bounty hunter's sole purpose is to hunt down people with a price on their head, for grievances
ranging from the mundane to the terrible. Those who follow this life can be quiet, taciturn individuals
as readily as they can be savage brutes living not for the pay, but for the thrill of pursuit. Hunters are
therefore often as varied in personality as their marks.
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Personality Trait
I tend to approach conversation with people I've just met as though it were an interrogation.
I project arrogance and conceit at times, especially after turning in a troublesome target.
I'll accept the help of others with a bounty, so long as they can prove their skill to me first.
It needn't be hunting down a mark - I'll chop firewood for an old woman if there's pay involved.
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I'm not prone to idle chatter, and prefer keeping to myself unless the topic's business.
I've a great deal of practical experience from hunting bounties, and can relate to almost any
situation.
I'm rather adept at games of skill like darts, or five-finger fillet.
I frequently move from town to town, eager to pursue new marks and seek new contacts.
Ideal
Justice These people have violated the law once. I won't let it happen twice. (Lawful)
Wealth The only path to true freedom is having gold enough to do as you will. (Chaotic)
Brutality Gold pales to the brilliance of the life draining from their eyes. (Evil)
Morality It's not enough to hunt them down. They have to understand what they've done is
reprehensible. (Good)
Ambiguity This job's just a job, like any other. Nothing personal against my targets. (Neutral)
Endurance In no other line of work could anyone expect to test their limits so completely.
(Any)
Bond
Once a solider, my comrade's grave betrayal forced me from my home, and into this life.
Though my friends are few, I owe them my life many times over, and would happily die for
them.
Horrendous tales and vile rumor destroyed my family's good name, and this path is the only
recourse to find the truth.
The contract turned sour, and now I find myself yoked to dangerously twisted employers.
All my deeds would surely consign me to prison - only by servicing officials do I stay free.
Mindless thuggery stole the life of one I cherished, and the price they must pay is one I will
collect.
Flaw
Sleep, when it comes, is no sleep at all. The time spent tracking marks has left me skittish and
paranoid.
Not only am I good at what I do, but I love what I do - and I hate myself for it.
I refuse to believe anyone can be trusted, and will root through their life until I'm satisfied they
can be.
At a younger age my actions earned me the brand of a criminal, those mistakes haunting me and
my fellows even today.
It is only for my own selfish need to be the best at what I do that I abandon my team to bring the
bounty in first.
Contract or not, I never bring murder bounties back alive. They showed no mercy, and so
neither will I.

Variant Bounty Hunter: Vigilante
Standing in contrast to the mercenaries who haul in anyone labelled a criminal for coin are those who
target thieves, charlatans, and murderers exclusively - and for no material reward. Vigilantes are as
often soldiers dumbstruck by newly-found social decay and corruption whence they return home
from war, as they are wealthy citizens with a penchant for martial prowess an and axe to grind
against their city's seedy underbelly for a past, personal transgression. As a matter of course, a
particularly zealous vigilante may come into conflict with a bounty hunter, deeming her as guilty of
violating the law as any brigand skulking about an alleyway. If you indeed wish to be a vigilante,
select the Crime Doesn't Pay feature outlined below instead of the Names, Faces, & Places feature
above. Living a life of vigilantism means that you will always be on the lookout for criminal activity,
especially so if you're within the boundaries of a town or other settlement you claim as your home.
The promise of payment never sways your decisions in whom you target, and you hold yourself to a
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higher code than your capricious counterparts - you consider it preferable to turn your marks over to
the appropriate authorities instead of harming them.
City guard and militia are likely to turn a blind eye to your unsanctioned activities unless you cross
someone in their rank, be they corrupted, prideful, or otherwise. Additionally, as your reputation
grows, you will gradually earn the accolades and support of the common people who find their
streets safer, and petty thugs less inclined to hold them at knife point over a few coins. At the same
time, organizations and individuals accustomed to using their coffers to help guide a settlement's
definition of "criminal" (such as a merchant house, corrupt council member, and the like) will
gradually grow to resent and perhaps lash out at your burgeoning reputation.

Variant Feature: Crime Doesn't Pay
Pulling from your prior experiences as a soldier, mercenary, or even an extensive time living the life
of a vigilante, you have the skills needed to wage a kind of psychological battle against the criminal
elements of society. When interrogating someone to glean information about the location, motive, or
operations of their superiors, they will easily buckle under questioning and often times readily give
up sensitive knowledge without the need to press further. Any promises you may make concerning
their fate in exchange for information you are not obligated to keep, short of killing them. You can
coordinate this information with any authority in a city you're on amiable terms with, be it the guard
or militia, your own old military unit, or even a sympathetic temple's leadership, provided that
temple maintains soldiers of their own.
In addition, replace the Deception proficiency in the skills list above with Stealth, and substitute the
hunter's traps and bounty trinkets with a magnifying glass and a set of manacles.
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Caravan Specialist (Mulmaster)
You are used to life on the road. You pride yourself at having traveled every major tradeway in the
Moonsea region, including the best backroads and shortcuts. When traveling these roads, you know
where the best inns, campsites, and water sources are located, as well as potential locations of
danger such as ambush. Having worked the roads as long as you have, you have made many
aquaintences and find it easy to pick up information and rumors floating from town to town. You are
skilled with beasts of burden and handling and repairing wagons of all kinds.
Skill Proficiencies. Animal Handling, Survival
Tool Proficiencies. Land Vehicles
Languages. One of your choice
Equipment. A whip, a tent, a regional map, a set of traveling clothes, and a belt pouch containing 10
gp.
Lifestyle. Poor

Feature: Wagonmaster
You are used to being in charge of the operation and your reputation for reliability has you on a short
list when the job is critical. Experience has taught you to rely on your gut. Others recognize this and
look to you for direction when a situation gets serious. You are able to identify the most defensible
locations for camping. If you are part of a caravan outfit, you are able to attract two additional
workers that are loyal to you based on your reputation. You have an excellent memory for maps and
geography and can always determine your cardinal directions while traveling.
[Note: This feature is a variant of the Outlander feature.]
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Personality Trait
Any group is only as strong as its weakest link. Everyone has to pull their own weight.
There's always someone out there trying to take what I've got. Always be vigilent.
Anything can be learned if you have the right teacher. Most folks just need a chance.
Early to bed and early to rise; this much at least is under my control.
You can listen to me or don't and wish you had. Everyone ends up on one side of that fence.
Eventually my hard work will be rewarded. Maybe that time has finally come.
A strong ox or horse is more reliable than most people I've met.
I never had time for books, but wish I had. I admire folks who have taken the time to learn.
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Ideal
Service: Using my talents to help others is the best way of helping myself. (Good)
Selfish: What people don't know WILL hurt them, but why is that my problem? (Evil)
Wanderer: I go where the road takes me. Sometimes that's a good thing… (Chaotic)
Fittest: On the open road, the law of nature wins. Victims are the unprepared. (Lawful)
Focused: I simply have a job to do, and I'm going to do it. (Neutral)
Motivated: There's a reason I'm good at what I do, I pay attention to the details. (Any)
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Bond
My brother has a farm In Elmwood and I've helped him and his neigbors move their goods
to Mulmaster and other surrounding towns. Those are good people.
A caravan I lead was attacked by bandits and many innocents died. I swear that I will
avenge them by killing any bandits I encounter.
The Soldiery are mostly good guys who understand the importance of protecting the roads.
The City Watch is who you have to look out for. If they are inspecting your goods, get ready
to pay a fine.

2
3
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The new commander of Southroad Tower, Capt. Holke, understands the importance of safe
roads. He's hired me for several jobs and I'm grateful.
There's always a road I haven't traveled before. I'm always looking for new places to
explore.
Wealth and power mean little without the freedom to go where and when you want.
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Flaw
I have trouble trusting people I've just met.
I enjoy the open road. Underground and tight spaces make me very nervous.
I expect others to heed my orders and have little respect or sympathy if they don't.
I am very prideful and have trouble admitting when I'm wrong.
Once I decide on a course of action, I do not waiver.
I like to explore, and my curiosity will sometimes get me into trouble.

5
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City Guard
City Guards come from all walks of life, whether they be born into it, a retired solider or mercenary, a
reformed criminal or perhaps just your average citizen in need of a job. They form the back bone of
law and order but also form an effective fighting unit in the event of a siege or bandit raid. Garrisons
vary wildly depending on location and culture. Some are the perfect aspiration of honor and justice
while others are little better than enforcers for the local ruler. Important things for a City Guard to
consider are: How did you end up a guard? What city are you from? Why did you leave? What was
your garrison like?
Skill Proficiencies: Athletics or Acrobatics and Insight or Investigation
Tool Proficiencies: Musical Instrument - Horn
Languages: Choose one Standard Language
Equipment: Instrument-Horn, a set of common clothes, City Insignia on a necklace, pair of shackles
and 2 keys, Guards Cloak and a belt pouch containing 10gp

Guardsman
During your time as a guardsman what duties did you most frequently carry out.
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Specialization
Wall Watchman
Gate Guard
Palace Guard
Street Patroler
Guard Officer
Dungeon Warden

Feature: One of the Guard:
When in a city or town you can always find food and a place to sleep with the local guards garrison.
The local Guards will be hesitant to start a fight with you and are likely to come to your aid in a fight,
the guards will also believe you except in the face of overwhelming evidence or under the command
of a superior. For this effect to apply you must be in a city that you would fit in as a Guard, this is
decided by the DM.

Suggested Characteristics
City Guards end up in their line of work for all manner of reasons so their personalities and flaws are
often as varied as the citizens they protect.
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Personality Trait
I am always polite and respectful.
My friends know they can rely on me no matter what.
Breaking up a brawl is the fun part of my day.
I can stare down a hell hound without flinching.
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I enjoy being strong and able to protect others.
My language is as foul as a bug-bear.
I like the night patrols best, very peaceful or very not.
I like gate duty best.
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Ideal
Our lot is to lay down our lives for others. (Good)
I must do as the city rulers command to keep order. (Lawful)
I must do what is right for the city despite orders. (Chaotic)
People will always do as I say with force. (Evil)
There will always be crime, or there are no guards. (Neutral)
I love my city, and I will do anything to protect it. (Any)
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Bond
It is my duty to protect the city and its citizens.
My fellow Guards are my brothers/sisters in arms.
Someone saved my life on patrol, and I still owe them to this day.
My honor is my life
I will never forget or forgive the crime lord who killed my fellows.
I fight for those who cannot fight for themselves.
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Flaw
I made a mistake once, and it cost a lot of lives.
My hatred for raiders is blinding and furious.
I obey the law even when it serves no good.
I can be bribed easily; a few gold here, please...
I care only for my own authority.
I will never let injustice pass me by.
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Diplomat
You are, or were, a diplomat, a person appointed by a nation to conduct diplomacy with one or more
other nations. The main functions of diplomats are; representation and protection of the interests
and nationals of the sending nation; initiation and facilitation of strategic agreements; treaties and
conventions; promotion of information; trade and commerce; technology; and friendly relations.
Seasoned diplomats of international repute may be members of an international committee, or be
employed by multinational companies for their experience in management and negotiating skills.
Diplomats are members of foreign services and diplomatic corps of various nations of the world.
Diplomats are the oldest form of any of the foreign policy institutions of the state, predating by
centuries foreign ministers and ministerial offices.
Skill Proficiencies: Persuasion, Insight
Languages: 2 of your choice
Equipment: A set of fine clothes, a quill and bottle of ink, a blank treaty, and a belt pouch containing
15 gp

Diplomatic Rank
Diplomats have different specialisations, and traits are often also present in their adventuring
careers. What did you do during your time as a diplomat?
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Rank
Secretary
Counselor
Minister
Ambassador
Envoy
International Affairs

Feature: Diplomatic Immunity
In peaceful foreign lands that recognise you and your place of origin, you may use your status as a
diplomat to avoid penalties for minor crimes, and you may not be attacked by soldiers or guards. You
may procure audience with various officials and nobles by using your title, though they are less likely
to meet with you directly if you are not on official business. If you are ever publicly arrested in a
foreign land, your nation will likely negotiate your return if this is both possible and desired by them.
Abuse of this power will mean that it will be ignored or revoked.

Suggested Characteristics
d8
1
2
3
4
5

Personality Trait
My actions reflect on my liege, so I must always be my best.
I am accustomed to high living after years as a diplomat.
I will not tolerate violence between sentients, and will always try to peacefully resolve the
situation.
I don't like to get involved in dirty business.
I love intrigue and mystery.
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I have a tale or anecdote for any situation from my days as a diplomat.
If you have a good reason, I will listen to any request.
I weave flattery into my speech.

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ideal
Peace - I do what I do to end wars. (Good)
Kingmakers - The right touch here and there can topple empires and raise kings. (Any)
Power - With my power, I could start a war. (Evil)
Secrets - Secrets deserve to be shared. (Chaotic)
A Voice - I speak for those who cannot. (Lawful)
Confidence - To be a good diplomat, you must stand tall. (Neutral)

d6
1
2
3
4
5

Bond
I became a diplomat to better serve my liege.
My actions go to assist the people.
My loyalty is eternal.
I love the sounds of a treaty being signed.
I would perform any action for my hometown, a tiny hamlet that pooled its funds to send me to
an esteemed place of learning.
I was inspired by a diplomat who ended wars and defeated tyrants, all with just a quill.

6
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Flaw
I would sooner start a war than admit my pride.
I am corrupt as they come.
I let down my lord in a crucial meeting.
I am actually a coward who turned to diplomacy so I wouldn't have to fight.
I have abused my powers as a diplomat, though none can ever know of this.
I accuse others of actions that I have committed.
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Doctor (Medic)
Whether you were a tribal witch-doctor, a medicine-man, a holy healer, a military field medic, or a
genuine medical professional from some unusually enlightened society, you specialize in the
treatment of suffering. You have seen injury, disease, poison, and death, and still you have defied it
all, fighting to save that every last soul. As a medical professional, you have sworn a Hippocratic oath,
(code of ethics). You have pledged your life to protect life, that all who suffer are your patient, to
support other doctors as family, to train any who swear the oath, to practice to the best of your
ability, to always improve upon the art, to practice only your specialization, to practice not for your
own gain, to practice within the law, and to keep all of your patients' secrets. Why did you turn away
from the medical profession? Or if you haven't, what was it that drew you into the life of the
adventurer? And what do you think of the oath, or other doctors?

Specialist
Each doctor must choose a field of specialization to practice within the broader art of medicine.
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Specialization
Diagnostics
Apothecary
Surgery
Bone Setting
Therapy
Research

Skill Proficiencies: Medicine, Investigation
Tool Proficiencies: Medicine Kit
Languages: One of your choice
Equipment: Doctor's Tools, 2-man tent, bedroll, blanket, Book (About anatomy, disease, apothecary,
or surgery), common clothes, five bars of soap, a belt pouch containing 5 gp.
Doctor’s tools:
Doctor's tools come in a flat-bottomed black or brown leather bag with a metal-frame closing mouth. The
bag contains a number of general steel tools of a highly polished and precision nature, as well as a couple
of additional tools unique to the doctor's specialty.
Proficiency with this kit lets you add your proficiency bonus to Wisdom (Medicine) checks when using it
to stabilize a dying creature or diagnosing an illness. If you are already proficient with the medicine skill,
your proficiency bonus is doubled.
If the actual contents of the bag are ever of roleplaying importance, they include:






A needle and fine wire or thread
A hinged splint or brace
A small steel cone (Low-tech stethoscope)
A small mirror
Tools for clamping and binding open wounds to prevent blood loss
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Two small tools relevant to the practitioner's specialty.

Cost: 50 gp
Weight: 6 lb.

Feature: Burden of Life
Due to your vow, you are expected to cure the ill, regardless of morals or prejudice, even if they are
your enemy. It is considered a horrid evil to intentionally kill a doctor for no reason. As such,
intelligent enemies are less likely to target you, (Provided they are not frighteningly evil in a manner
that would be inappropriate for younger audiences) and even your enemy patients will at least not
attack immediately while under your care. What happens after they leave your care...? Well you can't
decide their fate. Restored individuals may be grateful, or feel some form of life-debt to you. Enemies
may repay you by specifically choosing not to kill you, or they may give free information, or a scout
you once saved may turn a blind eye to your presence.
Provided you stay true to your vow, (as best as you can) you can make use of any hospital or medical
facility, (typically located in churches, noble estates, universities, and other places of higher learning)
as temporary residence for yourself, your patient(s), and your companions if there is room for them.
Doctors will put you up at a lifestyle one step below their own if you can maintain a good relationship
with them.
However, if ever you are proven to have broken your vow, you will be fully and publicly discredited
as a doctor, and other doctors who pay attention to medical society will recognize you as such. You
and all who are with you will be turned away from mundane medicine and the places it is provided.
Because you swore on your life, breaking your vow is technically a personal death sentence, though
no doctor true to his vows is free to enact it upon you. Even so, more enlightened nations are likely to
have laws regarding the treatment of doctors and their vows, and enlightened does not necessarily
mean "kind" or "gentle".

Suggested Characteristics
Doctors may come from many walks of life, but all became enrolled in some place of higher learning,
or tutored by a renowned doctor, and eventually swore an oath- and that oath is not a light load to
bear. Doctors are often studious, intense, passionate, clinical, intellectual, or unusually calm under
extreme stress. Many are troubled by harrowing events they bore witness to. Some are shockingly
pragmatic, with an "it may not be pretty, but you'll live" approach to problems. Many are seemingly
tireless, hard-working individuals. Some can be inspiring souls, with a deep appreciation, not only for
life, but for the person who is alive as well. There is much debate among doctors as to just what the
oath means, and what tenets have priority in any given situation.
d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Personality Trait
All I think about is saving lives, or lives that have been lost.
I practice in the name of my religion, nation, or clan.
I am cold and calculating in my every word and action, even when furious or frightened.
When the bodies hit the floor, my hands go into automatic.
I consider magical healers and healing either to be cheating and unaccountable, or an integral
future counterpart of a greater medical art.
I am waging a personal war on death itself.
I am entranced and inspired by the brilliance and glory of the living body.
I am actively involved in the medical society and engage in theoretical discourse and debate.
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d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ideal
Life. I was put in this world to protect and save life. (Good)
I swore my oath, and now I must live by its tenets. (Lawful)
Vigilantism. No man can dictate who shall die, when, or how! (Chaotic)
Profit. Is it really my fault that all who come to me suffering also come bearing compensation?
(Evil)
Survival. We are all in this together, for better or for worse. (Neutral)
Right. Everyone deserves to live. (Neutral)

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bond
I owe everything to my home village/clan, for pooling their resources to have me educated.
I was pushed, or encouraged, into the field by my parents, one of whom may have been a doctor.
My professor is the most important person in the world to me.
My patients are my everything- losing one of them is like dying, but it never ends.
I took up the profession because someone close to me died of something treatable.
I started my training alone from texts I obtained by my own means.

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Flaw
I took the vow not realizing its full implications.
No one can know that I have broken my vow.
I feel contempt for many of my patients.
I think I am better than other doctors, and other people in general.
Sometimes I go too far in my search for knowledge.
I am frightened/sickened by human suffering.

Variant Doctor: Veterinarian
Your specialization still stands, but instead of treating people, your art is focused on our fuzzy
friends. Exchange Investigation for Animal Handling or Nature. Animals who have been healed do not
behave the same way people do. Some more intelligent creatures, such as wolves, may be capable of
feeling gratitude, but have limited ability to express such. Monsters are, true to their name, usually
incapable of such emotion and will likely just attack the moment they recover. Other doctors may not
take you as seriously as you deserve, but anyone who has an important animal, such as a knight's
steed or a caster's familiar, will have deep respect for you, for even acknowledging that their animal
is worth saving.
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Earthspur Miner (Mulmaster)
You are a down-on your luck miner from the Earthspur Mountains who is no stranger to hardship.
You have spent a great deal of time living among the dwarves, goliaths, and denizens of the
Underdark that also work mines in the area. At this point, you're just as comfortable working
underground as above. You know how to read a seam, dicker for supplies with the deep gnomes,
party with dwarves, and find your way back to the surface afterwards. Unfortunately, you haven't
struck it rich…yet. Although you've come to Mulmaster looking for work, the tall peaks and deep
mines of the Earthspurs still call to you.
Skill Proficiencies. Athletics, Survival
Languages. Dwarven and Undercommon
Equipment. A shovel or a miner's pick, a block and tackle, a climber's kit, a set of common clothes,
and a belt pouch containing 5 gp.
Lifestyle. Poor

Feature: Deep Miner
You are used to navigating the deep places of the earth. You never get lost in caves or mines if you
have either seen an accurate map of them or have been through them before. Furthermore, you are
able to scrounge fresh water and food for yourself and as many as five other people each day if you
are in a mine or natural caves.
[Note: This feature is a variant of the Outlander feature.]
d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
d6
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2
3
4
5
6

Personality Trait
Nothing bothers me for long.
I hate the horrors of the Underdark with a passion. They took my friends and family and
almost got me.
Anything worth doing takes time and patience. I have learned to plan and wait for the
things I want and to be patient to achieve my goals.
I can party with everyone. Whether with dwarves, or goliaths, or deep gnomes, I can find a
way to have a good time.
I'd rather be mining. This is okay; mining is better.
I think that I will stumble upon great riches if I just keep looking.
People who don't work with their hands and who live in houses are soft and weak.
I wish I were more educated. I look up to people who are.
Ideal
Generosity: The riches of the earth are to be shared by all. (Good)
Greed: Gems and precious metals, I want them all for myself. (Evil)
Mooch: Property, schmoperty. If I need it, I take and use it. If I don't, I leave it for someone
else. (Chaotic)
Boundaries: Everything and everyone has its prescribed place; I respect that and expect
others to do the same. (Lawful)
Let it Be: I don't meddle in the affairs of others if I can avoid it. They're none of my
business. (Neutral)
Materialist: I want riches to improve my life. (Any)
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d8
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Bond
The people of the Earthspur mines are my family. I will do anything to protect them.
A deep gnome saved my life when I was injured and alone. I owe his people a great debt.
I must behold and preserve the natural beauty of places below the earth.
Gems hold a special fascination for me, more than gold, land, magic, or power.
I want to explore new depths and scale new heights.
Someday I'm going to find the mother lode, then I'll spend the rest of my life in luxury.

d8
1

Flaw
I'm uncomfortable spending time under the open sky. I'd rather be indoors or
underground.
I'm not used to being around other people much and sometimes get grouchy about it.
Good tools are more reliable than people. In a cave in, I would save a sturdy pick before a
stranger.
I jealously guard my secrets, because I think others will take advantage of me if they learn
what I know.
I am obsessed with getting rich. I always have a scheme brewing for making it big.
I'm afraid of the dark.

2
3
4
5
6
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Executioner
You had been tasked with the duty of carrying out death sentences, corporal punishments and
possibly also torture. The methods may depend on your home area and its customs: whether axe,
sword, noose, pyre or guillotine, but it is a dirty work that doesn't make you popular. While the
cliché is that of the hulking headsman with the great axe (and a cliché with some truth to it), the
dingy reputation and the easy access to objectionable items, like hands of murderers or mandragora,
have led to the birth of more than one rogue, arcane trickster or warlock coming from this
background.
Skill Proficiencies: Athletics, Intimidation
Tool Proficiencies: Poisoner's Kit
Languages: Any of one your choice
Equipment: Hempen rope (50') already knotted to a noose, a sharpened 10' pole (to display heads
on), a sack (chopped off head optional), common clothes including a black hood and a butcher’s frock,
the farewell letter of an infamous criminal (or wrongly accused convict) and a belt pouch containing
8gp

Feature: Scharfrichter's Stare
Both commoners and criminals are afraid of your reputation. Neither will report if you overstep the
legal lines a bit (such as by not paying for your food, or bruising a captive), and both kinds will be
more likely to spill the beans just to get rid of you (or in the case of criminals, to keep you from
scraping the beans out of them with a red hot hook). Those who have some standing in the
community will not be so easily impressed by some dingy executioner, but maybe their servants will
speak freely to you if you block their way in the right dark alley...

Suggested Characteristics
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6
d6
1
2
3
4

Personality Trait
When the going gets weird and bloody, I remain calm and stoic.
I make bad puns and quips in the face of death.
I like to act tough and hardboiled when I feel that I've got the advantage, or that I need to secure
it.
I'm not a person of many words. I get by with a nod, a head shake, or a single word as often as
possible.
I am deferential to authority more than rulings. Those chosen through merit, tradition, or birth
understand the intent of the law even if the letter must be bent a bit.
Once a bad seed, always a bad seed. I am highly judgmental of those who have erred even once.
Ideal
Justice: Right or wrong, the law is what matters. (Lawful)
Redemption: No matter how wicked, anyone must be given a chance to repent before meeting
their creator. (Good)
Community: My community cannot hold unless its people are kept safe from threats in their
midst. (Any)
Pragmatism: When some petty law gets into the way of my job, it should wait out of sight in the
antechamber while I take care of what needs to be done. (Chaotic).
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Power: Life. Death. Dignity. I crave the moments when they step up the wooden stairs and all
these things are at my fingertips. (Evil)
Truth: Before any justice can be meted out, it is important to draw out the truth no matter what
it takes. (Lawful)
Bond
I've been forced to put my one true love to the sword, and have been grieving for him/her ever
since.
There is this one criminal who had jail broken before meeting his conviction. I will find him and
give him what he's due.
No one is above the law. No one but this smug rascal who could get off scotfree with that letter
of the Cardinal. I will find her and make sure there is no loophole this time.
I have put a man to the sword only to learn later that he was innocent. I will make it up to his
family the best that I can.
I've led some very vile scum to the gallows, despite their powerful friends. Now I am on the run
from them and their assassins.
While making my rounds in the dungeons, I have run into a man in an iron mask who doesn’t
appear on any records. I will find out his secret, and bust him out if he is innocent.
Flaw
I have taken a significant bribe, and a certain crime lord knows it and can prove it.
I obey any legitimate authority, even when they might be wrong.
The bottle is the only thing that keeps the specters of my former victims at bay.
I have sold hands of murderers and similar items of my handiwork to evil magic-users, or
possibly even the darker powers behind them.
I display my gallows humor to the point where it makes others uncomfortable.
I take a memento of everyone I execute and display it proudly.
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Exile
You have been thrown out of your home and may never return. Where were you before you were
exiled? What did you do to deserve the exile? Where you falsely accused and if so why? What are the
conditions of your return if there are any? Are you over your exile, or are you still torn by it? Do you
still have contacts with your old life, or have you been fully cut off? Do you carry something with you
to remember and if so to remember what? Your home? Your crime? Revenge?
Skill Proficiencies: Survival and Deception
Tool Proficiencies: Vehicles (land)or one type of Artisan's tools
Languages: One of your choice.
Equipment: One Melee Weapon of your choice , travelers clothes, a winter blanket, a pouch
containing 5 gp, and a reminder of home (a drawing, a leaf, a ring...)

Origin
You've had to have been exiled from somewhere. Consider what your home was like and what it
meant to you. You may roll on the following table to find your home setting, or simply choose one
that fits your character.
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Origin
Noble Family
Mountaintop Monastery
Nomadic Tribe
Small Town/City
Military Unit
A Guild

Feature: Memories of Home
You may have been forced to leave your previous life but it hasn't left you. You have knowledge about
the ways and secrets of your old home and if you don't, you know where you can find it. The DM may,
at their discretion, rule that a particular piece of knowledge is off limits due to it's incredible secrecy.

Suggested Characteristics
Some exiles take time to adjust to their new life, others adapt fairly quickly and try to drown out their
memories of home. Exiles may be slow to trust others, but they are eager to make allies. Some exiles
seek only to return home no matter the cost. Are you one of them?

d8
1
2
3

Personality Trait
I talk to travelers frequently for any news about home.
I feel a need to prove myself to others so I won't be thrown out again.
I am full of stories from my old life, and am eager to share them.
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4
5
6
7
8

I don't talk about my past, it's too painful for me.
I still follow the culture and practices of my old life.
I'd rather make friends than enemies.
I don't do relationships, they could fall apart at any time.
I blow up when someone badmouths my old home.

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ideal
Spite: Those fools will RUE the day they threw me out. (Evil)
Customs: I had to be thrown out. There was no other choice. (Lawful)
Change: The rules I was exiled for were dated and wrong. I must change them. (Chaotic)
Belonging: I need to find myself a place to belong. (Neutral)
Destiny: I must make the best of my exile and use my abilities to help others. (Good)
Return: I will be back. (Any)

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bond
I will never forget my old home.
I still have a friend or two from my old life who I can still talk to.
I was falsely accused and exiled, I will not stand for injustice toward others.
When I was exiled, I was separated from the love of my life. I must reunite with her.
There were people who conspired my exile. I will get my revenge.
My friends are all I have now, I would gladly die for them than be alone again.

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Flaw
I have learned of a dark secret from my old life, something with grave consequences if revealed.
I get flustered easily when I feel people are going to leave me.
I am often incredibly defensive, seeing accusations where none where made.
My desire to return home often blinds me from seeing the big picture.
I am always in a foul mood.
There are people from my old life who want me dead.
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Farmer
You were what most common folk are–a farmer. You worked on a lord's estate, their land, or you
worked for a company and you produced resources from the land in return for food, shelter, clothing,
protection, and other benefits. Farmers focus on raising living things and harvesting various useful
goods–mostly food–from the land. Farmers make up the vast majority of the peasantry, alongside
other raw resource producers, such as miners and fishermen. Farmers are a hearty, enduring folk,
they work long hours under the sun often doing dirty and exhausting or even disgusting work. How
did you become a farmer, and for how long were you one? What did you do on your farm? Were you
the landlord of the farm, or were you just a farmhand? And what caused you to leave that life behind?
Was your home destroyed by war? Were you cast out for some crime? Did you flee taxes you could
not pay? Were you called to join the Lord's army? Was your home stolen by an unscrupulous rival?
How did you learn your current profession?
Skill Proficiencies: Animal Handling and Nature
Tool Proficiencies: Land Vehicles and Farm Implements
Equipment: A farm implement (such as a pitchfork or shovel), a set of work clothes or common
clothes, a wide brimmed hat, a sack containing 5 gp worth of trade goods, and a belt pouch containing
5 gp or 1d4+2 gp.

Farm
Not every farm is alike; there are a vast range of goods produced by farmers of different sorts, and
nearly all farms focus on just one product or a limited group of products.
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Specialization
Rancher. You raised animals for slaughter most likely for food, but also for leather, furs, and
other useful materials.
Grazier. You harvested goods produced by animals such as milk, eggs, feathers, or wool.
Stockman. You bred animals to sell for work or as pets such as guard dogs, racing horses, and
griffons.
Peasant. You harvested edible or useful plants such as wheat, corn crops, or apples at an
orchard.
Forester. You grew trees for ornament or construction such as trees grown for bow staves,
boat masts, or buildings.
Silk. You raised silk worms or another exotic animal, and harvested their silk.

Feature: Of the Land
You lack the formal education of the higher classes, but for how little you may know there is a great
deal that you understand. You have a practical, working knowledge of astrology and meteorology,
and can easily track the time and date as well as predict the weather within a few hours, or days if
you're lucky. You understand the "secrets of life"; the needs of life (water, light, air, salt, etc.), the
patterns of physical inheritance, and the connections between different plants and animals.
At the DM's discretion, this can be represented by allowing a farmer to cast commune with nature
once per long rest, except that the range is limited to environments common to you within 10 feet
and you can only choose one of the first two choices.
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Alternate Feature: Of the People
For better or for worse, you are just very normal. Among commoners and on the road, most people
just don't notice you, and security checks at city gates or on the road are often brisk and half-hearted.
People tend to trust that you're just another face in the crowd. However, whenever you are some
place commoners should not be, or normally are not seen, you stand out like a sore thumb and draw
a good deal of attention, one way or another. You are unlikely to be preceded by your reputation, if
you even have one, and if you do, nobody expects you to be them.

Suggested Characteristics
d8
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4
5
6
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Personality Trait
I'm always early to bed and early to rise.
I keep my gear and supplies in careful check.
I speak with a distinctive drawl or accent common to my class.
I always save up as much as I can, spending and consuming only what I must.
When work needs doing, I do the work.
I keep constant track of the sun, moon, stars, seasons, and weather.
I like to sleep in the sun when I can.
I'm always chewing on a sprig of grass, a toothpick, tobacco, seeds, or preserved meat.

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ideal
Fill the Need. There are a lot of hungry mouths in the world, with enough hands the world can feed
them all. (Good)
It's a Living. I do what I'm good at because what I'm good at is good for me. (Neutral)
Brutal Practicality. Bury a fish or bury a man, just get the job done. (Evil)
Hard Work. A labor of love is a purpose and meaning. (Lawful)
A Simple Way of Life. If it ain't broke, don't fix it! (Neutral)
Amusement. Playing a hand in the growth and development of things delights me. (Chaotic)

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bond
I want to find that special someone and raise a home full of children.
I'll never forget the family farm I grew up on.
Some day, I'll be the lord of my own land.
I want to grow or raise the biggest or best example of my profession to prove I am the best!
My son was sent to war and never returned. I must find him!
I am out to start a homestead of my own in an unexplored fringe territory.

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Flaw
I can be lazy and sleepy, sneaking off to take naps when work can wait.
I am absurdly isolated, innocent, or pious.
I believe in and obey my nation's nobility blindly.
I abandoned my home to avoid taxation, conscription, or court and cannot return.
I am not used to being wealthy and tend to overindulge.
I show off to attractive people too much.
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Gambler
The pitter patter of dice rolling on a wooden table, the sound noise of shuffling playing cards, the
pings and clinks of gold pieces hitting the table: these sounds are like an angelic symphony to you.
Win or lose, you are drawn to gambling like a bee to flowers. Are you the type that constantly bluffs,
or the kind that doesn't know what a poker face is? Do you spend your nights raking in large sums of
gold? Or do you barely scrape by on your winnings? And most importantly, what is your preferred
game; dice, cards, chariot races? Or are you the sort that tries everything to earn gold? No matter
your preference, the fact remains the same; you are a gambler, and you have come to play.
Skill Proficiencies: Deception, Persuasion
Tool Proficiencies: Two types of gaming sets
Equipment: Dice set, playing card set, fine clothes, and a belt pouch containing 5 gp.

Feature: Let’s Make Things Interesting
You can convince nearly anyone to put up something they aren’t willing to part with (property or
information) in a game of chance. Your DM might rule that they will only agree to a game of their
choosing, and they may only agree if they feel the odds are heavily in their favor.

Suggested Characteristics
d8
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Personality Trait
I like to impress everyone I meet with a simple trick or quick joke.
I would bet good coin on anything, even simple activities.
Every situation is an excuse for me to share some tidbit of gambling wisdom.
I try to be unpredictable, so no one will ever know when I'm bluffing.
It's not about the money for me. I give away everything I win.
I'm playing the long con, and every action I take is part of the game.
I tend to make friends out of enemies, and enemies out of friends.
I gambled big and lost. Never again.

d6
1
2
3
4

Ideal
Risk: Nothing is worth doing if it's a sure thing. (Chaotic)
Victory: Never make a bet unless you're sure you can win. (Lawful)
Greed: Anything that isn't mine soon will be (Evil)
Joy: Everyone would be much happier if they pulled up a chair, had a drink, and played a few hands.
(Good).
Surprise: Life is worth living because you never know how the dice will land. (Any)
The Game: Every moment of your life you have to make a choice. Never stop playing. (Any)

5
6
d6
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5
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Bond
I owe a lot of money to the wrong kind of people.
My greatest opponent is my best friend. We always know when the other is bluffing.
I have to win big to send money home to my family, even if I can never see them again.
I won big against a member of the noble family, but they didn't take it personally. Now I'm teaching
them how to play like a professional in secret.
I promised my parents I would stop taking chances. We'll see how long that lasts.
I hide my gambling behind a normal life. My friends have no idea who I really am.
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Flaw
I can't step away from the table while I'm losing.
Coin doesn't last long in my pocket. I have to risk it or spend it.
Everyone has a price. Mine happens to be pretty low.
If I find someone smarter than me, I have to take them down.
I would rather lose honestly than lie to win.
I like to think I could drink anyone under the table, but really I'm a lightweight.
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Half-Vistani
The vistani are a common, though often unwanted, sight in Ravenloft. Travelers with an unnatural
gift for navigating the mists of Ravenloft, vistani are mistrusted by the common folk of the demiplane of dread. For all the misplaced distrust outsiders might have of the vistani, they are also not
entirely wrong. While it’s not true that the vistani have any connection to evil powers or
supernatural compacts with the dread lords of Ravenloft, the vistani do look out for their own above
all else and feel little regard for the laws of the lands they travel through.
All vistani are either born into the life, if their mother was a vistani, or adopted into a tribe as a show
of trust and friendship between an individual and a group of vistani. Almost all vistani born into the
life are human but the ranks of the adopted vistani are quite diverse. As exclusive as entering the
ranks of the vistani are, exiting is much easier. When a vistani abandons his caravan and tribe to take
up a life of adventuring he is considered an outcast, a half-vistani. Vistani might show such a person
disdain, pity, or admiration depending on why the half-vistani abandoned his people.
Skill Proficiencies: History
Languages: Patterna (language of the Vistani) and one of your choice
Equipment: A backpack, a bedroll, a lucky charm (or you may roll for a random trinket on the
Trinkets table in chapter 5), a mess kit, a set of traveler’s clothes, and a belt pouch containing 15 gp
Tribal Heritage
Although the vistani are thick as thieves when it comes to outsiders, amongst one another they are
divided by their tribes. Those born into the vistani become the tribe of their mother at birth. Those
adopted into the vistani join the tribe of the vistani who adopted them. Half-vistani gain one or more
skill or tool proficiencies based on the tribe they were once a part of. Roll randomly or choose from
below to determine your tribe.
d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Tribe Bonus
Canjar
Corvara
Equaar
Kamii
Naiat
Vatraska
Zarovan
Roll again

Proficiency
Arcana
Forgery kit and thieves’ tools
Animal Handling
Your choice of 2 artisan’s tools
Performance
Medicine
Perception
None

Feature: Wanderlust
By leaving the ranks of the vistani you have lost the ability to walk the mists unharmed and without
getting lost but you still feel a powerful compulsion to be on the move. You gain advantage on any
rolls made to set or follow a course and traveling is considered light activity for the purposes of
resting for you.
Suggested Characteristics
The half-vistani left or were forced to leave a reclusive traveling family. While their experiences after
having left the vistani inevitably change them, most half-vistani are still greatly influenced by the
cultural mores and idiosyncrasies of the vistani.
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d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6
d6
1
2
3

Personality Trait
I still look down on the giorgio, the non-vistani, and take great pride in my relationship to
the vistani and my tribe.
The first time I enter a place I always note objects of value and inconspicuous entrances and
exits.
I get restless when I stay in the same town for more than a few nights in a row. I am happiest
on the open road.
I am highly superstitious and carry many charms to ward off bad luck, evil spirits, and
nightmares.
I take promises seriously. I only offer a promise when I mean it and I expect the same of
others.
I do not take slights against me well. At all
Tomorrow I may die so today I sate every hunger and slake every thirst. I never say no to
something I want.
I am fascinated by cursed items and haunted places.
Ideal
Independence. I am a free spirit - no one tells me what to do. (Chaotic)
Family. I am loyal to my friends and family above any ideals. (Neutral)
Greater Good. Mortals must stand together against the darkness of the world. (Good)
Change. We change or we die. I will not die. (Chaotic)
Tradition. I may have left the vistani and my tribe but I still abide by their laws and
customs. (Lawful)
Mastery. Ravenloft is a prison ruled by the wicked. Better to reign as a sinner than serve as
a saint. (Evil)

6

Bond
I regret leaving the vistani. I will do everything in my power to be adopted back in.
I fled my tribe when I committed a grave crime. I fear the day our paths cross again.
Somewhere out there, I have a child who doesn’t know me. I will find a way to give that
child a better life than my own.
Someone I loved was killed. I will not stop seeking revenge until they get their justice.
I left the vistani because I fell in love with the land I now try to protect against the forces of
darkness.
I fell in love with a giorgio and everything I do is part of my effort to win them over.

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Flaw
I never let a challenge go unanswered.
When I am offered a chance to partake of a vice I can rarely say no.
I would rather tell a pretty lie than an ugly truth.
I can’t speak to a giorgio without a condescending tone.
I will never bend a knee to a master or take orders from another.
I maintain a collection of personal trinkets from every residence I enter.

4
5
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Harborfolk (Mulmaster)
You are one of the hundreds of small-time fishermen and women who haul the bounty of
Mulmaster's freshwater harbor to the city's markets each morning. You have spent countless days
rowing in the waters in and around Mulmaster and know them and the other fisherfolk,
dockworkers, and port inhabitants better than anyone. Though you have left that life behind, you still
visit once in a while.
Skill Proficiencies. Athletics, Sleight of Hand
Tool Proficiencies. One type of gaming set, vehicles (water)
Equipment. Fishing tackle, dice set, playing card set, or Three Dragon Ante set, a set of common
clothes, rowboat, and a belt containing 5 gp
Lifestyle. Poor

Feature: Harborfolk
You grew up on the docks and waters of Mulmaster Harbor. The harborfolk remember you and still
treat you as one of them. They welcome you and your companions. While they might charge you for
it, they'll always offer what food and shelter they have; they'll even hide you if the City Watch is after
you (but not if the Hawks are).
[Note: This feature is a variant of the Folk Hero feature.]
d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Personality Trait
I am curious. I want to know why things are the way they are and why people do the things
that they do.
I can't sing, but that never stops me from doing it, loudly. Everyone loves a good sea chanty!
I think the High Blade is doing a terrific job, don't you?
I'm very excited that the House Built on Gold is being restored. I am a zealous worshipper
of Waukeen
I am quite superstitious. I see portents in everyday occurances.
I resent the rich and enjoy thwarting their plans and spoiling their fun in small ways.
I have a sea story to fit every occasion.
I'm a fisher, but I secretly detest eating fish. I will do anything to avoid it.
Ideal
Calm: For all things, there is a tide. I set sail when it is right, and mend my nets when it is
not. (Lawful)
Windblown: I go where the winds blow. No man or woman tells me where or when to sail.
(Chaotic)
Aspiring: I will gain the favor of a Zor or Zora patron, maybe even one of the Blades! (Any)
Salty: I want people to look to me as an expert on plying Mulmaster Harbor. (Any)
Selfless: We are all children of the sea. I help everyone in peril afloat and ashore. (Good)
Let them Drown: I refuse to risk my hide to help others. They wouldn't help me if roles
were reversed. (Evil)
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d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bond
I once lost everything but my rowboat. I'll do anything to protect it.
My brother was in the Soldiery, but he was killed. I really look up to the men and women
who serve.
The Cloaks killed my friend for spellcasting. I'll get them back somehow, someday.
The High House of Hurting helped me when I was hurt and asked nothing in return. I owe
them my life.
I was robbed in the Zhent ghetto once. It will not happen again.
I would do anything to protect the other harborfolk. They are my family.
Flaw
I drink too much, which causes me to miss the tide.
I killed a drunk member of the City Watch in a brawl. I am terrified that they might find out.
I oversell myself and make promises I can't keep when I want to impress someone.
Book learning is a waste of time. I have no patience for people who don't speak from
experience.
I almost always cheat. I can't help myself.
I am a secret informant for the Hawks. I send them reports about everything I see and hear,
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Haunted One
You are haunted by something so terrible that you dare not speak of it. You’ve tried to bury it and flee
from it, to no avail. This thing that haunts you can’t be slain with a sword or banished with a spell. It
might come to you as a shadow on the wall, a bloodcurdling nightmare, a memory that refuses to die,
or a demonic whisper in the dark. The burden has taken its toll, isolating you from others and making
you question your sanity. You must find a way to overcome it before it destroys you.
Skill Proficiencies: Choose two from among Arcana, Investigation, Religion, and Survival
Languages: Choose one exotic language (Abyssal, Celestial, Deep Speech, Draconic, Infernal,
Primordial, Sylvan, or Undercommon)
Equipment: A monster hunter’s pack (see below), a set of common clothes, and one trinket of special
significance (choose one or roll on the Gothic Trinkets table – consult your DM)

Harrowing Event:
d10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Event
A monster that slaughtered dozens of innocent people spared your life, and you don’t know why.
You were born under a dark star. You can feel it watching you, coldly and distantly. Sometimes it
beckons you in the dead of night.
An apparition that has haunted your family for generations now haunts you. You don’t know what
it wants, and it won’t leave you alone.
Your family has a history of practicing the dark arts. You dabbled once and felt something horrible
clutch at your soul, whereupon you fled in terror.
An oni took your sibling one cold, dark night, and you were unable to stop it.
You were cursed with lycanthropy and later cured. You are now haunted by the innocents you
slaughtered.
A hag kidnapped and raised you. You escaped, but the hag still has a magical hold over you and fills
your mind with evil thoughts.
You opened an eldritch tome and saw things unfit for a sane mind. You burned the book, but its
words and images are burned into your psyche.
A fiend possessed you as a child. You were locked away but escaped. The fiend is still inside you,
but now you try to keep it locked away.
You did terrible things to avenge the murder of someone you loved. You became a monster, and it
haunts your waking dreams.

Feature: Heart of Darkness
Those who look into your eyes can see that you have faced unimaginable horror and that you are no
stranger to darkness. Though they might fear you, commoners will extend you every courtesy and do
their utmost to help you. Unless you have shown yourself to be a danger to them, they will even take
up arms to fight alongside you, should you find yourself facing an enemy alone.

Harrowing Event
Prior to becoming an adventurer, your path in life was defined by one dark moment, one fateful
decision, or one tragedy. Now you feel a darkness threatening to consume you, and you fear there
may be no hope of escape.
Choose a harrowing event that haunts you, or roll one on the Harrowing Events table above.
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Suggested Characteristics
You have learned to live with the terror that haunts you. You are a survivor, who can be very
protective of those who bring light into your darkened life.
d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Personality Trait
I don’t run from evil. Evil runs from me.
I like to read and memorize poetry. It keeps me calm and brings me fleeting moments of
happiness.
I spend money freely and live life to the fullest, knowing that tomorrow I might die.
I live for the thrill of the hunt.
I don’t talk about the thing that torments me. I’d rather not burden others with my curse.
I expect danger around every corner.
I refuse to become a victim, and I will not allow others to be victimized.
I put no trust in divine beings.

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ideal
I try to help those in need, no matter what the personal cost. (Good)
I’ll stop the spirits that haunt me or die trying. (Any)
I kill monsters to make the world a safer place, and to exorcise my own demons. (Good)
I have a dark calling that puts me above the law. (Chaotic)
I like to know my enemy’s capabilities and weaknesses before rushing into battle. (Lawful)
I’m a monster that destroys other monsters, and anything else that gets in my way. (Evil)

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bond
I keep my thoughts and discoveries in a journal. My journal is my legacy.
I would sacrifice my life and my soul to protect the innocent.
My torment drove away the person I love. I strive to win back the love I’ve lost.
A terrible guilt consumes me. I hope that I can find redemption through my actions.
There’s evil in me, I can feel it. It must never be set free.
I have a child to protect. I must make the world a safer place for him (or her).

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Flaw
I have certain rituals that I must follow every day. I can never break them.
I assume the worst in people.
I feel no compassion for the dead. They’re the lucky ones.
I have an addiction.
I am a purveyor of doom and gloom who lives in a world without hope.
I talk to spirits that no one else can see.

Monster Hunter’s Pack:
A monster hunter’s pack includes a chest, a crowbar, a hammer, three wooden stakes, a holy symbol,
a flask of holy water, a set of manacles, a steel mirror, a flask of oil, a tinderbox, and three torches.
Purchasing the pack costs 33gp, which is cheaper than buying its contents individually.
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Mulmaster Aristocrat (Mulmaster)
From your hilltop home, you have looked down (literally and perhaps figuratively) on the unwashed
masses of Mulmaster for your entire life. Your fur-trimmed robes and training in the visual and
performing arts mark you as wealthy and perhaps well-born; you are a member of the City of
Danger's aristocracy.
None of your immediate family members sits on the Council of Blades or is even a Zor or Zora…yet.
Nevertheless, you are one of Mulmaster's elite, and whether you personally covet a higher standing
or not, you are at home in the dance halls where the aristocracy gathers to plot, to scheme, to do
business, to discuss the arts, and, above all, to see, and to be seen.
Skill Proficiencies. Deception, Performance
Tool Proficiencies. One type of artistic artisan's tools and one musical instrument
Equipment. One set of artisan's tools or musical instrument, a set of fine clothes, and a purse
containing 10 gp.
Lifestyle. Wealthy

Feature: Highborn
Mulmaster is run by and for its aristoracy. Every other class of citizen in the city defers to you, and
even the priesthood, Soldiery, Hawks, and Cloaks treat you with deference. Other aristocrats and
nobles accept you in their circles and likely know you or of you. Your connections can get you the ear
of a Zor or Zora under the right circumstances.
[Note: This feature is a variant of the Noble feature.]
d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Personality Trait
My ambitions are boundless. I will be a Zor or Zora one day!
I must always look my best.
Beauty is everywhere. I can find it in even the homliest person and the most horrible tragedy.
Décorum must be preserved at all costs.
I will not admit I am wrong if I can avoid it.
I am extremely well-educated and frequently remind others of that fact.
I take what I can today, because I do not know what tomorrow holds.
My life is full of dance, song, drink, and love.

d6
1
2
3

Ideal
Generous: I have a responsibility to help and protect the less fortunate. (Good)
Loyal: My word, once given, is my bond. (Lawful)
Callous: I am unconcerned with any negative effects my actions may have on the lives and
fortunes of others. (Evil)
Impulsive: I follow my heart. (Chaotic)
Ignorant: Explanations bore me. (Neutral)
Isolationist: I am concerned with the fortunes of my friends and family. Others must see to
themselves. (Any)

4
5
6
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d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
d8
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bond
I have dedicated my wealth and my talents to the service of one of the city's many temples.
My family and I are loyal supporters of High Blade Jaseen Drakehorn. Our fortunes are
inexorably tied to hers. I would do anything to support her.
Like many families who were close to High Blade Selfaril Uoumdolphin, mine has suffered
greatly since his fall. We honor his memory in secret.
My family plotted with Rassendyll Uoumdolphin brother usurped brother as High Blade.
Betrayal is the quickest route to power.
Wealth and power are nothing. Fulfillment can only be found in artistic expression.
It's not how you feel, who you know, or what you can do - it's how you look, and I look
fabulous.
Flaw
I have difficulty caring about anyone or anything other than myself.
Having grown up with wealth, I am careless with my finances. I overspend and am overly
generous.
The ends (my advancement) justify any means.
I must have what I want and will brook no delay.
My family has lost everything. I must keep up appearances, lest we become a laughingstock.
I have no artistic sense. I hide that fact behind extreme opinons and have become a
trendsetter.
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Mystic (or Medium)
By magic, psionics, communing with spirits or otherwise, there are special people who have a sixth
sense. These people sense things invisible to most others. As a mystic do you see your power as a
curse rather than a gift? Are you able to control your power or does it happen randomly? Is it given
to you by a greater power or did these powers develop over time?
Skill Proficiencies: Insight, Perception
Tool Proficiencies: Mystic Tools
Languages: Celestial, Abyssal, or Infernal
Equipment: A protective symbol, a costume, a quill, a bottle of ink and 5 sheets of paper, a Mystic
Tool, a page with an important person or event described on it and a belt pouch containing 10gp
Mystic Tools:
These are the items used by mystics to ply their arts. Your mystic tool may appear however you wish, as
they all serve nearly the same function. Below are some examples.









Crystal ball
Fortune-telling cards
Pendulum
Astrology charts
Bone set
Rune stones
Bowl of intoxicating vapors
Tea cup and tea leaves

Cost: 10 gp
Weight: 1 lb.

Specialization
d10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Specialization
Medium
Oracle
Palm Reader
Exorcist
Empath
Clairvoyant
Diviner
Astrologist
Numerologist
Prophet

Feature: Portent
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With your mystical powers you have witnessed an impactful event. The nature of how you
experienced this depends on your specialization. The event might be a person battling against
another person, the destruction of an important artifact, a god bringing a plague or perhaps a
meteorite crashing onto a city. You can describe this situation in visual/emotional detail but can't
name an exact time or place. This information might clash with the current beliefs, norms or values of
your setting. Causing conflict or shunned expressions from others when mentioned. Work with your
DM about the details and the importance of this event and what impact it might have on the
campaign.

Suggested Characteristics
d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Personality Trait
I sometimes see dead people
I often have vivid dreams or nightmares
I talk soft and mellow
I blurt out feelings and cryptic warnings to random people I meet
I show strong feelings of empathy
I intoxicate myself to allow my powers
I read people's psyche and silently judge them
I look up at the sky, expecting a sign of portent

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ideal
Prevention I want to prevent the bad things happening to innocent people. (Good)
Guidance Fate cannot be prevented, I can only guide people to theirs (Neutral)
Manipulation I will use my power to gain control over the ignorant people (Evil)
Responsibility It's my responsibility to show people the way to their destiny.(Lawful)
Intuition I follow where fate leads me and know no other path.(Chaotic)
Refusal I want this burden taken away from me (Any)

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bond
I have a twin with whom I share this power
I know secrets that could have devastating consequences if not revealed to the right people
I have experienced the presence of a special person I want to meet
Since I've heard about The Source of Destiny I want to find it
Two forces are telling me to go to a direction opposite of each other
I am tasked with the resurrection of a dead entity

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Flaw
I have random black-outs
My powers don't happen at will
I tend to avoid people because my powers put stress on me
I get random bouts of paranoia
I have an addiction
I guess peoples feelings, character or birth date and am usually wrong
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Phlan Refugee (Mulmaster)
Gone are the happier days of walking into the Laughing
Goblin Inn after a hard day’s labor. Everything has changed,
and you are lucky to be alive. Back in Phlan you could count
yourself among those street-wise folks who knew when to pay
a bribe and who to work with to make a living. Your ability
to listen to the winds of change have saved you before, and
this time they allowed you to be one of the lucky few who
escaped Phlan with something more than just the shirt on your
back.
Skill Proficiencies. Insight, Athletics
Tool Proficiencies One type of Artisan tools
Languages. One of your choosing.
Equipment. A set of artisan’s tools (one of your choice), a token of the life you once knew, a set of
traveler’s clothes, and a belt pouch containing 15 gp
Lifestyle. Modest

Feature: Phlan Survivor
Whatever your prior standing was, you are now one of the many refugees that have come to
Mulmaster. You are able to find refuge with others from Phlan and those who sympathize with your
plight. Within Mulmaster this means that you can find a place to bed down, recover, and hide from
the watch with either other refugees from Phlan, or the Zhents within the ghettos.
[Note: This feature is a variant of the Folk Hero feature.]
d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Personality Trait
I may have lost everything I worked for most of my life, but there's work to be done, no time
to linger on the past.
I worked hard to get where I am and I refuse to let a little hardship stop me from succeeding.
I protect those around me, you never know when one of them will be useful.
I have always gotten ahead by giving, why change now?
I prepare for everything, it paid off in Phlan and it will pay off again.
I will reclaim my home, though the path may be long, I will never give up hope.
I never cared for personal hygiene, and am amazed that It bothers others.
I am always willing to volunteer my services, just as long as don’t have to do anything.
Ideal
Justice: Corruption brought Phlan down, I will not tolerate that any longer. (Lawful)
Acceptance: Stability is a myth, to think you can control your future is futile. (Chaotic)
Hope: I am guided by a higher power and I trust that everything will be right in the end.
(Good)
Restraint: I hate those who caused my loss. It is all I can do not to lash out at them. (Any)
Strength: As shown in Phlan, the strong survive. If you are weak you deserve what you get
(Evil)
Openness: I am always willing to share my life story with anyone who will listen. (Any)
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6

Bond
I have the chance at a new life and this time I am going to do things right.
The Lord Regent brought this suffering upon his people. I will see him brought to justice.
I await the day I will be able to return to my home in Phlan.
I will never forget the debt owed to Glevith of the Welcomers. I will be ready to repay that
debt when called upon.
There was someone I cared about in Phlan, I will find out what happened to them.
Some say my life wasn't worth saving, I will prove them wrong.

d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Flaw
I used the lives of children to facilitate my escape from Phlan.
I am a sucker for the underdog, and always bet on the loosing team.
I am incapable of standing up for myself.
I will borrow money from friends with no intention to repay it.
I am unable to keep secrets. A secret is just an untold story.
When something goes wrong, it’s never my fault.
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Redeemed Cultist
Once, you were an obedient member of a religious cult. You may have been a follower of a dark god,
demon prince, twisted fey, or just power-hungry religious fanatic - that is of little importance now.
What matters now is that, somehow, you found it in you to free yourself from the blind servitude and
saw the error of your ways. Many innocents died by your hand - sacrificed on an altar or slain in
raids. Brainwashed, drugged, or simply confused and misled you have committed crimes so heinous
you could hardly ever ask for forgiveness. Nevertheless, you have left the cult determined to seek a
new life. Will it be a life of virtue in a pursuit of redemption or a lonesome journey of an embittered
and broken individual trying to run away from their past? Why did you join the cult in the first place?
What made you see through the veil of the cult indoctrination? How have you managed to escape?
Skill Proficiencies: Arcana and Religion
Tool Proficiencies: Disguise kit or Herbalism kit or Poisoner’s Kit
Languages: any one occult or extra-planar language of your choice
Equipment: a set of traveler's clothes, your cult’s identification mark (if any - see the table below), a
dagger, a magic scroll describing a minor incantation or ritual (level 1 warlock spell of your choice,
one use), a pack of candles, and a pouch containing 5gp
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Cult Members’ Identification
Markings (tattoos, scarification, branding…)
Self-Mutilation (fingers or ears cut off, missing eye(s), split tongue…)
Accessories (rings, medallions, bracelets, piercings…)
Clothing (distinct color or type of clothing…)
Language (password, phrase, cipher, non-verbal signs…)
Multiple layers of identification - roll twice on this table, reroll any 6s

Feature: The Black Sheep
Thanks to your long affiliation with a cult community, you can very easily identify anyone who is a
member of a commune similar to your own. All cults are essentially the same and their members
exhibit the same behavioral patterns. By extension, you can also easily recognize any drug addicts,
compulsive liars and people with various behavioral disorders.
Additionally (this is up to you or your DM to decide), some of your former brothers and sisters in
faith might not know you have defected and would be willing to provide you (and only you) with
shelter and supplies. However, the question is whether you want to stay with them again.

Suggested Characteristics
d8
1
2
3
4

Personality Trait
My past still haunts me in my dreams. I often wake up screaming or do not sleep at all.
I anger quickly and I am prone to violent tantrums when someone tries to control me or give me
orders.
Being a pawn in someone else’s game left me with an inability to make choices of my own. I am
indecisive.
I trance out and lose touch with reality. I am sometimes delusional or experience delirious
states.
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7
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Boundaries were violated time and time again in the cult until I lost sense of which boundaries
were appropriate. I often behave inappropriately or in a seemingly random manner.
Constant feelings of shame, helplessness and inferiority make me change my mood at a
moment’s notice. I suffer from mood swings or sudden emotional breakdowns.
I feel immense guilt over my past actions and welcome suffering as my atonement. I have little
or no regard for my personal health.
Every day I expect to get a knife in my gut and I see vengeful assassins in every shadow. I am
paranoid or suspicious of others.
Ideal
Protective. Dark cults trifle with powers that are beyond their understanding or control. Those
fools must be stopped. (lawful)
Nihilist. What’s the point of anything? People are insignificant and their struggle is futile.
(neutral)
Repentant. I cannot possibly undo the wrongs I have done, but I can still try and atone. (good)
Anarchist. Lives of men should not be ruled by anyone. No gods, no masters! (chaotic)
Denial. It wasn’t me. I wasn’t myself! (any)
Selfish. The world is doomed either way. Better make to most of it. (evil)
Bond
When I left the cult, I took one of its relics with me. For some strange reason, I cannot part with
it.
They were supposed to be sacrificed, I have helped them escape. Now I feel responsible for
them.
It breaks my heart to know that my close friend, lover or family member is still a loyal follower
of the cult.
The cult leader made me kill my old friend during the initiation. I have not forgotten that and I
want revenge.
I cannot stand by and watch as more children and youths get turned into mindless fanatics or
are exploited for someone else's personal gain.
No one must ever know about my involvement with the cult.
Flaw
Sometimes, I hear voices in my head that command me to do terrible things. And sometimes, I
give in.
I am having second thoughts about my leaving the cult. I am afraid I could easily return to my
old ways given the right circumstance.
I take great solace in flagellation. The road to salvation leads through blood and self-inflicted
pain.
Before I left, I was given a task (by the dark lord or deity, or the cult leader) that I am yet to
fulfill.
In the cult, they fed us drugs. I am still heavily addicted and I will do anything to get a dose.
I dread the idea of killing another sentient creature, I have already spilled enough blood.
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Revenant
You died. You're sure of it. It was a time of great turmoil that took your life, but now you have come
back alive and seemingly well. Perhaps you need to atone for a past sin. Perhaps you seek revenge
against those responsible for your death of the calamity that caused it. Perhaps you had some great
destiny unfulfilled and by the grace of the gods or through a sheer act of will you were revived. No
matter the details, you are back now, restored to life. What pulled you back? How long ago did you
die? Minutes before? Centuries? What changes have there been in your form, age, abilities as a result?
Did you awaken in your grave or somewhere else? Were you traumatized, or were you strengthened
by it compared to the "old you"? Are you counting your blessings, or cursing the fates that pulled you
back into this world?
Skill Proficiencies: Any two of: Arcana, History, Intimidation, Religion and Survival
Tool Proficiencies: You are proficient with either (A) any one gaming set, though Death prefers to
play Dragonchess, or (B) one musical instrument, set of artisan's tools or the herbalism kit if you
used in your prior life.
Languages: Any one language of your choice, which can be exotic.
Equipment: A trinket of your past (a ring, brooch, a yellowed and faded love letter, lock of a loved
one's hair, etc.), a set of travelers clothes (either of an archaic design or otherwise dated in their
fashion sense), the gaming set or tool with which you are proficient, and a belt pouch containing 15
gp.

Feature: Pall of the Grave
Your demeanor can suggest that something unnatural happened to you. When you want to, you can
exude an air that subtly hints at your formerly deceased status. When this is in effect, normal people
naturally tend to avert their gaze and consciously avoid acknowledging you. While you are in groups
or public places, unless they are directly affected by your conduct or they have some duty to engage
with you, most people prefer to let others deal with you. This might mean they fail to report (or claim
they "didn't notice") minor criminal acts you commit to the city guard, or fail to challenge you when
you are in a place they know you ought not to be. Unless it affects them directly or it's their job to
deal with such things, they hope someone else takes care of it.
The effect is quite opposite on clerics of deities who deal with the dead, necromancers, and sentient
undead. While others are inclined to look away, the attention of those comfortable with death is
immediately drawn by your close connection to the grave.
This feature need not always be in effect, and you can choose to put on a mask of seeming normalcy
and let your natural charisma shine through. On a deeper level, though, perhaps this unnaturalness is
the "real" you.

Suggested Characteristics
d8
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Personality Trait
You've been dead already, nothing frightens you and tales of bravery don't impress you much.
You don't care why you received your second chance, you intend to live your new life to the
fullest.
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Whatever the circumstances of your death, you seek to make it right, eith by gaining revenge on
those who killed you, or making sure no one else ever suffers the same fate you did.
The events you survived have traumatized you and haunt your dreams.
You long for the world you once knew and the life you once had.
You love the rush of near death experiences, and thus you are constantly seeking a bigger
challenge.
You wish could return to your former life, but know fate has chosen something grander for you.
Whether through humor or otherwise, you like to play the pessimist, letting folks know that
their every breath could be their last.
Ideal
Change: Life is random, there is no reason to believe that a good man will live longer or better
than one who is terrible. (Chaotic)
Greater Good: It is each person’s responsibility to make the most out of life. (Any neutral)
Survival of the Fittest: The strongest survive while the weak return to the dust. (Evil)
Self-Reliance: I live on because of my own grit and determination(Any)
Destiny: I live on because I have more good to do in this world. (Good)
Place in the Design : I live on because the universe has a purpose, and my role in fulfilling that
purpose is not yet complete. (Lawful)
Bond
I will never forget where I came from and who my people are Everything I do is for them or in
their name.
I was born in the wrong time, and now that that mistake has been fixed I swear to do right by
my destiny.
My second life allows me to protect those who may not be so lucky as me.
I will stop at nothing to avenge my prior death.
All those I once knew are long dead, and I must prove myself through great deeds to join them
in the hereafter.
I serve the one who revived me, my life belongs to him/her/them.
Flaw
I pretend to be cold and aloof to people, because I fear losing them.
I am often analytical to the point of seeming emotionless.
I’m convinced of the significance of my destiny, and blind to my shortcomings and the risk of
failure.
I often don't value people's lives as highly as I should, assuming they will be fine. After all, I was.
Having lost my fear of death, I never back down no matter how dangerous the situation.
My obsession with my past has left me blind to the present or my future.
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Secret Identity (Hillsfar)
Even though you are a non-human, despite Hillfar's Great Law of Humanity, you continue to live in
the City of Trade. You do so by maintaining a secret identity, forging documents, and wearing a
disguise. Few, if any, know you aren't human.
If you're a halfling or gnome, you pass as a little person or a child. If you're a half-elf, half-orc, or
genasi, you disguise your non-human features. Other races use a combination of disguise and
concealing clothing to hide.
Your reasons for doing so are your own. Perhaps you're a dissident or the agent of a foreign power.
Maybe you have a relationship with someone you cannot bear to leave. Regardless, this way of life
has taken a heavy toll on you.
Skill Proficiencies. Deception, Stealth
Tool Proficiencies. Disguise kit, forgery kit
Equipment. A disguise kit, a forgery kit, a set of common clothes, a belt pouch, 5 gp
Lifestyle. Modest

Feature: Secret Identity
You have created a secret identity that you use to conceal your true race and that offers a covering
explanation for your presence in Hillsfar. In addition, you can forge documents, including official
papers and personal letters, as long as you have seen an example of the kind of document or the
handwriting you are trying to copy.
[Note: This feature is a variant of the Charlatan feature.]
d8
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Personality Trait
Despite its problems, I love Hillsfar, it's the greatest city in the world. The only one for me.
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I move from place to place, never staying anywhere long and leaving nothing behind.
I think flattery is the best way to direct attention away from me.
I don't make friends easily. They're a liability I cannot afford.
Risk and danger are exhilarate me. Pulling off schemes and deceptions is a rush.
The First Lord is right, humans are superior. I really admire them, despite the atrocities.
I avoid people of my own race, as well as things associated with my race, lest they give me away.
I live for the Arena. I admire gladiators and enjoy the thrill of blood on the sands!
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Ideal
Quisling: Supporting the rulers of the land and following the laws is the road to salvation. (Lawful)
Scoflaw: The laws and lawmakers are corrupt. I follow laws only when it suits me. (Chaotic)
Optimist: Everyone Is basically good. Though the government is misguided it will all be okay. (Any)
Secretive: I am in the habit of not talking about myself. My business is none of yours. (Any)
Heroic: I do everything I can to help non-humans, regardless of the personal cost to me. (Good)
Depraved: I have lost my moral compass. The ends justify most any means. (Evil)
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Bond
The humans of HIllsfar have inflicted terrible harm on me, my family, and my race. I will have
revenge.
I am part of an underground network that smuggles non-humans into and out of the city.
I am a partisan. I commit minor acts of defiance against the First Lord and Red Plumes when I can.
I am a spy. I report on events in and around Hillfar.
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My secret identity is the only thing protecting me from the Arena. I will stop at nothing to maintain
it.
I am madly in love with a human who does not know my true identity, and I fear rejection if I reveal
it.
Flaw
After years of denying who I am, I now despise myself and other members of my pathetic race.
Years have hiding have made me somewhat paranoid. I trust no one.
I've been lying so often and for so long that I can't help it anymore. I frequently lie for no reason at
all.
I am ashamed. I failed to protect a member of my family who was seized and thrown into the Area.
I am struggling with maintaining my secret identity. I subconsciously want to get caught and
therefore sometimes let my secret identity slip.
Years of successfully deceiving others have made me cocky. I think no one can see through my lies.
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Shadow Thieves’ Guild Member
The Shadow Thieves was a thieves' guild based in Athkatla, a large port city in Amn. They were
formerly the most prominent thieves guild in Waterdeep, but have since been all but routed from the
city by the Lords of Waterdeep. It is alleged they had some arrangement with the Council of Six, as
the merchants of Waterdeep are the main trading enemies of Amn.
The Shadow Thieves were a strongly structured organization, using this as advantage to avoid any
action that desegregated the whole organization. The supreme leader of the guild was the
Grandmaster of Shadows, that lead the Shadow Council, previously known as Shade Council. The
Council divided the Realms territory in region, each member of the council act as supreme leader of
that territory, there were two members of the council as leader of the no-Amnian regions. Under the
council's members were the Cloakmasters. One Cloakmaster administrated a territory that
comprised maximum 10,000 people, so a rural area usually had only one Cloakmaster and metropolis
had various Cloakmasters (usually divided for the districts or quarters of the city). Under the
Cloakmaster there were the guild masters, or Silhouette. Usually there were ten guild masters, one
for each different criminal activities in which the Shadow thieves deal: Assassins, Beggars, Bounty
Hunter, Con Artist and Tricksters, Burglars, Cutpurses and Pickpockets, Enforcers and Thugs,
Racketeers, Scouts and Spies, Fences, Smugglers and Pirates. The Guildmasters administrated their
criminal activity in autonomy, although under supervision of the Cloakmasters, and usually law
enforcers arrived to capture only to those level; by the name's status usually law enforcers believed
to had dismantled the guild capturing a guild master but in truth was only a moderate rank.

Skill Proficiencies: Stealth, Deception
Tool Proficiencies: Disguise Kit, thieves’ tools
Equipment: Two Daggers, a disguise kit, a set of common clothes, and a small pouch with 15gp.
Language: Thieves Cant

Specialization
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Specialization
Assassin
Bounty Hunter
Trickster
Burglar
Cutpurses
Enforcers
Thugs
Racketeers
Scout
Spy
Fence
Smuggler

Feature: Shadow Thief
Like an artisan you belong to a guild but instead of merchants you consort with criminals. You live a
comfortable lifestyle without charge, and your guild will grant you protection from any crimes you
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are charged with. To remain part of the guild you must pay them 10 gold you earn every month. In
addition your guild provides for the upkeep of your weapons and your living costs (food) while away
from the guild.

Suggested Characteristics
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Personality Trait
I assume every job is a trap.
I tend to approach conversation with people I've just met as though it were an interrogation.
You don't like killing.
I always check the escape routes of every building I enter.
I have trouble trusting people, especially those closest to me.
I have a habit of listening in on the conversations of others.
I prefer not to talk unless it's necessary.
I'm a specialist and my skills are best used in a team atmosphere.
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Ideal
Charity: I steal from the wealthy so that I can help people in need. (Good)
Brutality: Gold pales to the brilliance of the life draining from their eyes. (Evil)
Honor: I don’t steal from others in the trade. (Lawful)
Improvisation: Winning isn't everything, winning in a cool way is! (Chaotic)
People: I help people who help me--that's what keeps us alive. (Neutral)
Self-Knowledge: If you know yourself, there is nothing left to know. (Any)
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Bond
I owe my guild a great debt for forging me into the person I am today.
One day I will return to my guild and prove that I am the greatest shadow thief of them all.
I'm trying to pay off an old debt I owe to My Teacher.
I am almost dangerously greedy.
I need to be the most famous thief alive.
I know I've done my best work when nobody knows I've done anything at all.
Flaw
I have no problem with betraying people who trust me.
I keep everything.
Not only am I good at what I do, but I love what I do - and I hate myself for it.
I never share secrets with anyone.
I don't save people who can't save themselves. The Game is harsh and the stupid and flamboyant tend to
die the first.
Once someone questions my courage, I never back down no matter how dangerous the situation.
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Slave
For some significant portion of your life, you have been someone else's property. This part of your
life happened either by abduction, as punishment for a crime, sworn to a debt of life, or you were
born into it. How did you become a slave? Are you a slave or a freeman? Who was your master and
where are they? What were the conditions of your slavery? What did you do as a slave? Were you
treated well, or were you abused? How much privilege or freedom did you experience, and was this
granted to you, or taken by you? How would you treat your master after your servitude? Can you
ever really leave your background behind you? Do you really even need to escape, or will you remain
a slave for the rest of your journey? Do you have the willpower to create slavery-free actions, or has
your background tainted your history and the actions that you can take later in your career? What
would you do with your slaves?
Skill Proficiencies: Performance, or Survival
Tool Proficiencies: You have proficiency with any one tool entry with a value no greater than 15gp.
Languages: None
Equipment: One tool you are proficient with, or one simple melee weapon, a set of clothes
appropriate to your master's status and your slave purpose, and a small pouch containing 1gp.

Purpose
A slave is set to a task by their master for a reason– their purpose for even being alive.
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Purpose
I existed to do hard labor, such as mining or construction.
I existed for someone else's amusement, entertainment, or recreation.
I existed to serve some dedicated menial task, such as cooking or cleaning.
I existed as the personal servant of a given person, family, or group.
I existed to fulfill the tasks of some professional assistant, such as a furnace operator for a
smithy.
I existed to serve the function of an inanimate object, such as a signpost or furniture, or to
operate such things, like opening and closing a specific door all day long.
I existed to fight and die in the place of someone else, as a soldier or bodyguard.
I existed to serve all, as an untouchable– a slave to even other slaves.

Feature: The Hard Road
Slaves face great difficulty everywhere they go. Escaped slaves are often on the run if not from their
former owners, then certainly from the law. Few are educated or have any practical experience to
make a way for themselves. Most have limited social skills which give away their social status.
Slavers may notice freemen as "unclaimed property" and try to "claim" them as slaves. People sense a
sort of "inferiority" about slaves and freemen, and they will likely either ignore you or boss you
around. Many freemen turn to crime to make ends meet and so anyone who doesn't assume you a
slave immediately, will likely assume that you are a criminal. If you can ever really leave the slavery
mindset knowing what it's like to be a slave, then you can pose as a slave with little difficulty and
without raising much suspicion. People seem to do things in front of you that they would normally
only do when they are alone.
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Suggested Characteristics
Slaves belong to their masters and cannot openly make the decisions that they want to, their destiny
is defined by the wills of their masters. You may be a "star" slave and actually make a statement to
your master, or your life may be nothing more than serving a pointless end. If you are an unlucky
slave, then your life will be for nothing more than fighting a lost campaign or treating a person with
no power as an exemplar. If you are a lucky slave then maybe you can see escape without slaughter,
or even talk to your clients and perform some subterfuge. Escaped slaves exist in an awkward
situation where they are lost/stolen property which they are guilty of stealing/kidnapping
themselves. Life as an escaped slave is extremely difficult, and hiding your past may require
intuitively practicing skills you would normally never have learned as a slave.
A freeman is a person who was a slave but has been freed by legitimate means. Most freemen are
actually convicts who were put to slave labor in a work prison as their punishment. Alternatively,
some slaves escape via criminal means and become legitimate exiles in another land, where their
former status of slave is meaningless. Many freemen rise from old servile rebellions, or from counterslavery laws passed by gentler rulers. A rare few are granted their freedom willingly by their
masters. This is so extremely uncommon, most people don't even imagine it as an option. Freemen
face almost as many challenges as escaped slaves, but have no reason to hide their past, aside from
personal shame.
Being a slave actually makes things harder for you. It is an impediment to be overcome.
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Personality Trait
No matter how bad things get, I never complain– I've seen worse.
I do not say anything unless someone says something to me.
I call everyone "Master" and "Lord" without thinking about it.
I try to hide as much of my body as possible.
I tend to disappear in a crowded room, becoming part of the backdrop with ease.
I am terrified of ropes, chains, and whips.
I do all kinds of basic chores and errands for those around me out of habit.
I am haunted by confusing memories and dreams about my life before slavery.
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Ideal
Equality. We all bleed red, we all suffer together. (Good)
Apathy. I only think about what is within my power. Anything else is just circumstance.
(Neutral)
Spite. Those who would own others shall belong to me. (Evil)
Status Quo. Status is defined by clear rules which are the foundation of civilization. (Lawful)
Indifference. People are just people– who they are matters more than what they are. (Neutral)
Freedom Fighter. All slaves must be freed- by law, by coin, by shadow, or by blade. (Chaotic)
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Bond
I dream of returning to my homeland or family.
All I have left of my former life is this trinket.
My identity as a slave is marked on my body permanently as scars or tattoos.
I am in love with someone who is not a slave, possibly in my master's house.
I know many secrets thanks to my innocuous presence in intimate social environments.
I heard a story about some grand place, and deeply want to go there.
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Flaw
I secretly liked being a slave.
My former master, or the law, will stop at nothing to have me executed.
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I do not share my things with friends, and I will fight to keep personal belongings within my full
control.
As a defense mechanism, I lie and misdirect everyone around me, and steal and hide anything I
can.
I always say the truth when asked, even by an enemy.
When I am told to do something by an enemy, I might do it.
I cannot stop myself from reveling in material pleasures.
I am a coward.
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Spy
At some point or another you secretly gathered information on a group of people or maybe one
person. Maybe you were hired by a rival or political enemy, maybe you were searching for military
information to help the opposing army, maybe you were trying to fulfil your own agenda, but
regardless you are good at finding things and hiding your true self. You are used to living on the edge
of danger, and doubly used to doubting people's intentions. Who did you spy for, yourself or some
benefactor? Who or what did you spy on? What secrets did you uncover? Why did you stop, or did
you?
Skill Proficiencies: Stealth, Perception
Tool Proficiencies: Disguise kit, thieves' tools
Equipment: A knife, a disguise kit, a small crumpled note with secrets you stole (could be battle
plans, blackmail material, or coordinates to an unknown place) and a set of common clothes, and a
small pouch with 15gp.

Mission
What were you looking for when you were spying?
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Specialization
Coordinates to a hidden artifact.
Evidence of intrigue.
Battle plans.
Location of a particular person.
Blackmail material.
Trade secrets.

Feature: Echo of the Great Game
Years of stealth and trickery have taught you how to not draw attention to yourself. The way you
walk, talk and move are deliberately forgettable, and utterly unextraordinary. While you are wearing
common clothes, no one can remember your face nor any features about you, unless they actively
make an effort to do so.
In addition, you know how to write in a special code that can only be read by people trained in
deciphering it.

Suggested Characteristics
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Personality Trait
I always have an aloof smile plastered on my face, no matter the situation.
I am uncomfortable in open spaces, where I'm too exposed.
I change my attitude and personality to blend in with the people around me.
I always check the escape routes of every building I enter.
I have trouble trusting people, especially those closest to me.
I have a habit of listening in on the conversations of others.
I prefer not to talk unless it's necessary.
I write anything I think is important in code.
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Ideal
Exposure: The evils of the world must be exposed. (Good)
Blackmail: Ooh, isn't this a dirty secret...? Shame if it fell into the wrong hands: mine. (Evil)
Contract: The information is bound to the person who hires me, no one else may see it. (Lawful)
The Game: If this came out to the public... That noble would be done for... That one too... Oh what
fun! (Chaotic)
Self: The information is good, coming out alive better, the coin I'll get from this, totally worth it.
(Neutral)
Knowledge: He knows something, and I need to know it too. (Any)
Bond
I fell in love with someone I was spying on.
I had some colleagues in a spy ring I used to be a part of that I trade information with from time to
time.
I have secrets that I've uncovered that should never see the light of day.
One of my friends was hanged for treason. My helplessness to aid him still haunts me today.
A good person was ruined with information I gathered on him. I am trying to atone.
A servant in a castle saw me spying on her lord. I fled and hope I will never have to see her face
again.
Flaw
I have no problem with betraying people who trust me.
Some people want to kill me, to make sure I never tell a secret they'd rather have untold.
I've worn so many disguises, I've lost sight of who I truly am.
I never share secrets with anyone.
I don't save people who can't save themselves. The Game is harsh and the stupid and flamboyant
tend to die the first.
I never forget an insult, and I bide my time for revenge.
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Squire
You were the shield-bearer for a knight, and in training to become a knight yourself. You carried out
various tasks for your liege, such as saddling his horse, carrying weapons and armor, or holding his
flag in battle. As a page-boy or girl you had already received an education that may have included
horse-riding, hunting, hawking, combat, music and board games. At the age of 15 you were sworn in
as a squire, accompanied your liege on his duties, and received further training in the chivalric code,
mounted combat and the history of royalty and nobles.
You should decide on some details of your liege, particularly his or her name and personality. What
were his virtues; was he honourable, brave, or kind? What were his failings; was he cruel, or lazy, or
arrogant? Did he give you a chance to prove yourself in combat? Was he lenient with you, or did he
give you an excessive workload? Were you satisfied with your duties, or did you become
disillusioned with the life of a knight?
How did your life as a squire end? You may have been dubbed into knighthood; your liege may have
been killed or murdered; or did you abandon your duties?
Skill Proficiencies: Animal Handling, Athletics
Tool Proficiencies: Dragonchess set, one type of musical instrument
Equipment: a set of livery clothes, a pot of metal polish, a set of traveller's clothes, a belt pouch with
10 gp

Feature: Arma Patrina
Despite all your training, you did not qualify for knighthood. Perhaps you never proved yourself, or
grew too old, or could not afford the expenses of knighthood. However, your upbringing is still
recognized by the courts of your nation: you are called "arma patrina". You are allowed to wear your
livery clothes, carry a shield displaying your escutcheon, and bear arms exclusive to knights
(typically a lance).
In addition, you have courtly savoir faire and know the conventions of life at a castle: graceful
greetings, dining etiquette, rules of tournaments, where to find the blacksmith, and so forth.

Alternate Feature: Quest
You completed your training and received your accolade of knighthood. However, either by your own
will, or by that of the sovereign, you have not been awarded land. As a result, you are unlanded
nobility, with no estate to speak of, making you a Knight- (or Dame-) Errant. In order to be awarded
your estate, you must complete a grand quest. This quest may be any number of things, such as
finding an ancient holy relic, slaying a powerful monster, leading forces to victory in a war, winning
the heart of a nobleman's heir... Work out what the quest is with your DM. Determine just how long it
should take to accomplish. The longer the quest, the greater the reward should be. This reward of
land is made in the place of other typical material rewards, and should be of approximately equal
worth to what would have been earned otherwise. Knights-Errant do not normally stop doing what
they do. Once one quest is completed, it is typically followed up by yet another glorious mission,
sometimes even to the surprise of the Knight.
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Suggested Characteristics
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Personality Trait
I am excited – perhaps naively – by castles, tournaments, and other romanticized aspects of
knightly culture.
I am quick to befriend a horse or other noble mount.
I relish hard work, long marches and swordplay.
I regale my friends with apocryphal tales about famous knights and members of the royalty.
I know many tips about swordplay and am glad to spread them, sometimes to the annoyance
of my warrior friends.
I am narrow-minded about things that happen outside my nation; I refuse to believe when my
nation does something wrong.
I am gracious in defeat and humble in victory.
I seek to honor myself with glorious battles, or at least dream about doing so.
Ideal
Chivalry. I respect the knightly code of conduct of bravery, honesty, generosity, and
defending the weak. (Good)
Fealty. I remain true to oaths I pledge to my superiors, and I expect others to do the same.
(Lawful)
War. Armies must be pitched against each other, infidels must be crushed without mercy.
The larger the conflict, the more glory, and I must be at the forefront. (Evil)
Power. Being a squire was just a stepping stone. One day I shall be a lord. (Any)
Freedom. I was little more than a servant. No-one should endure a subservient position.
(Chaotic)
Nation. I am proud of my nation, its achievements and its militant orders. (Any)
Bond
I am still in a close relationship with my master/mistress, although he/she is not what they
once were.
My liege retired from his quest to recover a holy relic – I will find it and prove my worth!
The castle I grew up in is ruined and forgotten, but I sometimes return to reflect on my past.
I will take revenge on the blackguard that slew my liege.
I want a bard or playwright to chronicle my adventures.
I am in love with a lord or lady but courtly rules prevent us from eloping.
Flaw
I'm acutely aware of the social standing of my foes: overestimating my combat prowess
against peasants but pulling my blows against nobles.
I won't carry anything for anyone else ever again.
I don't feel right unless I'm hauling four or more different weapons, and I'm eager to tell my
comrades what they should be wielding.
If anyone insults my nation or my liege, I will not contain my rage.
I hide when a battle arrives and seek shelter like a coward. Maybe that is why I am not a
knight.
I easily fall for any attractive prince or princess that I see, regardless of any rules or tradition.
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Unknown
Your background is unknown to you because you suffered some trauma that has inflicted you with
amnesia. You woke one day, not knowing who you are or how you got here. Your origin and family
are a mystery to you. You are not sure if you have allies or enemies from your past. If you have skills
beyond what your class training details, you struggle to recall them.
Who looked after you while you recuperated? Were your class skills taught to you after your trauma,
or are you slowly recalling them from your past? Do you have flashbacks or dreams hinting at your
ordeal?
Proficiencies and Languages: Special. Whenever you attempt a skill, use a tool or try to
comprehend a language you are not already proficient with, roll a d20. On a natural 20, you have
recalled one of your pre-trauma talents and gain that proficiency; otherwise you must finish a long
rest before you can make this check for the same proficiency again. Once you have recalled four
proficiencies you no longer make this check.
Equipment: Just the shirt on your back.

Clue
When you woke as an amnesiac, you discovered one thing about yourself that could provide a clue as
to what happened to you. Roll a d6.
d6
1

A tattoo

Clue

2

A curious wound

3
4

Something hidden on you
A personalized piece of
jewelry
A punishment
You were found
somewhere unusual

5
6

Example
You have an unusual tattoo on your arm, depicting a strange
building, part of a map or gnostic symbols.
Running across your face and head is a long scar, only recently
healed.
There was a key sewn under the skin of your belly.
Gripped in your hand was a locket, in which is a portrait of a
young lady or man.
Your little finger was severed and is missing.
You woke shut in a sea trunk, washed up on the beach.

Feature: Gradual Recall
Each time you meet a new NPC or visit a new location, once per character level, you can decide that
they feel familiar. This place or person is somehow related to your life leading up to the trauma that
caused your amnesia. This will not divulge much information, but will provide some further clue. You
should work with your DM to fit this new element into your background, aiming to give full
disclosure by the middle of the third tier.


Level 1–4:


The NPC incidentally recognizes you but doesn't know you. They remember you
performing some act, such as speaking to a mysterious figure (and overhearing a
few words), buying an item from a store, or being involved in a fight.
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Level 5–8:





Locations might be places you visited but once, or passed through on your way to
somewhere else.

The NPC knows you only by a nom de guerre and a little about what happened to
you, but is evasive in giving you information. If forced to speak, they give only one
clue before circumstances end the interrogation (he simply escapes, or he's in a
position of power, or a vicious storm rocks the boat...)
Locations might be taverns or dungeons that you frequented.

Level 9–12:



The NPC was directly involved with your trauma, and knows your real identity.
Some conflict must be resolved before their relationship to you is fully understood:
this could be a combat encounter or fulfilling a request made by them.
A location might be your family home, your place of work, your secret hideout, or
some other place very personal to you that will reveal your identity through
investigation.

This feature may drag you into involvement with secret societies, nobility, evil armies, hidden
temples, and other intrigues. Once you have total recall about your life and your trauma, one of these
story elements can be used to create a new background feature to replace Gradual Recall.

Suggested Characteristics
Whatever your personality, you are compelled to find out more about your past.
d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Personality Trait
I sometimes adopt a persona of child-like innocence, which comes through stronger when I try
to remember my past.
When I rest I write copious notes on the events of the day, and keep them safe.
I am plagued by confusing nightmares which leave me feeling anxious all day.
I am aloof and dislike being with riff raff: I'm sure I have noble blood.
I am completely obsessed with keeping my belongings with me at all times.
Whenever I can't remember recent events it makes me nervous and distant.
I find myself staring into mirrors for long periods of time, wondering who I am.
I am sometimes overcome with fluctuating bouts of depression and euphoria.
Ideal
Truth. I want to know what's real – not just about my past, but the world and people around
me. (Any)
Revenge. I can't touch the demons of my past, so I take my frustration out on those who make
even the slightest infractions against me. (Evil)
Heart. Although I woke as a blank slate, my first act was to rescue a trapped animal. There
must be inherent kindness in people, even if hidden deeply. (Good)
Pretense. Personal identity is an illusion. We can adopt personae as we see fit. (Chaotic)
Destiny. What happened to me happened for a reason. I accept it and have no regrets. (Lawful)
Enlightenment. I'm glad I can't remember my past. It gives me more time to focus on my
future. (Any)
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d6
1
2
3
4
5
6
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bond
I owe a debt to the family that found me, took me in, and nursed me back to health.
Somebody, somewhere, stole my life. I will find them and make them suffer.
I remember living in luxury – I must have a personal fortune or estate somewhere, and I'm
going to find it!
The only thing I recall is that I was searching for someone I loved, someone who was in
danger.
I remember a child and that the child was important, but I can't remember why or who they
were.
I told someone of a great darkness before my trauma. I must find them and remember what I
said.
Flaw
I intermittently suffer short-term memory loss, and often forget why I went to a place or what
I was talking about.
I'm overly suspicious of strangers – for all I know I might not a be stranger to them, and why
would they keep quiet about that?
I hate secrets and cannot be trusted with them. Everything should be out in the open.
Everything is always my fault!
I get overindulged in knowledge and will do questionable things to obtain it.
I believe everyone is talking about me behind my back.
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Werewolf or Undead Hunter (or Slayer)
The quiet life of your community suited you just fine; a modicum of peace and prosperity was had in
your home, and you realize now that it was all taken for granted. A day came when the regular
routine - the smiling faces of passers-by, tradesmen and crafters at their work, farmers tilling the
fields - came to a crashing end. A great beast attacked your land and your people, and the best and
bravest among you were cut down with such unbridled ferocity that many fled, and those that
remained believed your final doom had arrived in the form of an array of gnashing fangs and baleful
eyes.
But all was not lost, though it was entirely by sheer luck and coincidence that the salvation of your
people affected itself through the most unlikely of agents - you. No grand scheme, no great cunning,
no bravery bore you the victory over the monster, but you were nonetheless lauded a hero; a mighty
warrior. That reputation followed you no matter where you went, and tales of the fearless slayer of
beasts precede your presence even when it seems most should be ignorant of the event. Though you
could no longer bear the undue praise heaped upon you, and the avalanche of demands for your
"services," the memory still gnaws at your mind and your name is unfortunately recognized far and
wide, no matter how distant from your lands you travel.
As the bearer of this unfortunate reputation, what specific moment or event did you decide to finally
leave the place of your birth and livelihood? How have you come to deal with the insistence of total
strangers that you are a hero worthy of praise, even should you insist that you aren't? Do you desire
to ultimately set the record straight? Do you wish to escape to a land where you can finally be free of
this nuisance? Or, perhaps, have you come to enjoy and even revel in the misconception, embellishing
the existing tales as it suits your own needs, actively exploiting the fable to further your own ends?
Skill Proficiencies: Perception, Survival
Tool Proficiencies: Herbalism Kit
Languages: choose any one.
Equipment: A set of traveler's clothes, cloth sack, a herbalism kit, 5 days' of rations, a torch, and a
belt pouch containing 10 gp.

Feature: Silvered weapon specialist
Having to improvise in the field has taught you much about being properly prepared for a fight. You
know how to apply silver to any weapon, including ammunition at cost (100 gp) for 1 weapon or 1
score of arrows or bolts. You must have ample silver on hand (at least 50 coins to melt) and a flame
hot enough to melt them in. For every 50 sp you have, you can apply silver to 1 weapon or set of
ammunition.

Suggested Characteristics
Spending as much time as they do among traders and eclectics, along with the isolation and duration
of their forays into the deeper, darker parts of the wilds, many monster hunters bear a skewed
outlook on life that is as much akin to the traits of wild animals as it is to the single-minded drive of
profiteers. At the same time, many are attracted to the job, blending that rare mix of muscle and
shrewd intellect that form the best (and wealthiest) of their profession.
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d8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6
d6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Personality Trait
I often find myself mimicking the sounds and speech of animals and monstrosities alike,
consciously or not.
I have pursued and immersed myself in the habits of my quarry so often that I have adopted
some of their behaviors.
I value the wildlife and natural world only insofar as it is valuable to me dealing with the
merchant guilds.
I am as predatory in a market exchange hawking my wares as the beasts I stalk, seeking the
best price and the meekest buyer.
It is less for the profit that I do this than it is for the thrill of the hunt and victory.
I have learned that the most successful hunt is the one that involves skilled allies.
It is not everyone that deserves to purchase what I procure, and I limit my offerings only to a
select few.
If you cannot keep up with me on a hunt, then you are only as good as bait for my prey.
Ideal
Ecology I take only what is needed to quell threats and subsist. Desiring more invites ruin.
(Lawful)
Healer The salves, poultices, and medications that come from my trade are reason enough
for the hunt. (Good)
Exploitation It is only to harness the power of my prey that I do as I do, and with it, destroy
my foes. (Evil)
Trophy It's an achievement to bring down these beasts, and I deserve to display my
triumphs. (Chaotic)
Profiteer The pay is often good and the work is steady - I could ask for no more. (Neutral)
Studious I must divine every aspect and secret locked away in the bodies of these creatures.
(Any)
Bond
It is to my mentor that I owe all that I am, and for them I continue in this work.
Had my home's alchemists known the panaceas one could create from these creatures, my
family might not have died from disease.
My hunter allies are as friend and family to me as my own flesh and blood, and I will never
abandon them.
The beasts I hunt maraud and terrorize my homelands, and I cannot rest until they've all
been cut down.
Past debts have bound me to the hunt, obligated to fulfill the wishes of those who hold my
contract.
It is not for myself that I pursue these creatures, it is for the future of my charge that I ply my
trade.
Flaw
My reputation is ill-deserved - having never slain a monster, I ply the refuse from desiccated
corpses.
Often do I lie about my successes, withholding quantities meant for a client.
I cannot tolerate the presence of other hunters, spending more time trying to hinder them
than hunting on my own.
Avarice gets the better of me from time to time, swelling my anger at the negotiating table.
The quirks inherited from my time in the wild have left me virtually unable to socialize with
civilized peoples.
What I earn I tend to spend quickly, leaving me groping for the next job at the cusp of
becoming a beggar.
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